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Cycling is a specialized sport and therefore the bike wear have to satisfy specifi c de-
mands. Cycling  jerseys are tailored to be tight; made of elastic, breathable materials 
which take moisture away from your body and considerably enhance your comfort. It 
is most suitable to combine them with high-quality functional underwear during warm  
days and wear them under a jacket as a basic layer of your clothes during cold days. On 
the back panel  of the jersey are pockets for necessary items like  keys, energy bars and 
spare tube. Cycling trousers  with a very important hygienic padding enable  unlimited 
motion on the bicycle. Elastic pants keep  the padding in the right position during the 
entire  ride and enable the essential comfort for road and  mountain cycling. Thermo 
warmers are an invaluable accessory during spring and autumn days. The day tem-
perature  fl uctuates and the small and lightweight warmers  enable to adapt to these 
changes. Their small size allows rider to carry them in the back jersey pocket so they 
are always ready for use. Season 2015 apparel line is extended by adding loose cycling 
pants RIDER, new ENDURO collection of RIDE YOUR LIFE jerseys, universal functional 
T-shirts ACTIVE, PRO Sport jacket and multifunctional scarf.
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RIDE YOUR LIFE      ❚
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
Loose fi t for comfort and freedom of movement. Made 
of a breathable, soft and comfortable 100% polyester 
fabric.
COLORS: grey, lime, orange 
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL

RIDE YOUR LIFE      ❚
JERSEY LONG SLEEVE
Loose fi t for comfort and freedom of movement. Made of a 
breathable, soft and comfortable 100% polyester fabric.
COLORS: grey, lime 
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL

RIDER      ❚
LOOSE FIT SHORTS
Universal MTB shorts with light but durable outer 
material Taslan for comfort and wide range of movent. 
Detachable inner lycra shorts with antibacterial padding. 
With refl ective logos for your safety. 
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

RIDE YOUR LIFE
orange

RIDE YOUR LIFE
lime

RIDE YOUR LIFE
grey

RIDE YOUR LIFE
lime

RIDE YOUR LIFE
grey
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ACTIVE 
blue

ACTIVE 
orange

ACTIVE 
grey

ACTIVE 
lime

ACTIVE      ❚
FUNCTIONAL T-SHIRT
Made of breathable, soft and comfortable 100% 
polyester fabric. For all your activities – bike trips with 
your family, hiking, running or gym.
With refl ective piping for your safety 
COLORS: grey, lime, orange, blue
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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PRO SPORT      ❚
BIBSHORT
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort using a 
quality fabric  polyamide / elasthane with a breathable and 
antibacterial multi-level padding.  With an anti-slip elastic leg 
grippers to hold bibshorts in the right position and to  provide 
you with the best comfort. 
COLORS: black
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO SPORT      ❚
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
Jersey in a special Kellys team design, made of a breathable, soft and 
comfortable 100% polyester fabric. It features details like otimum moisture 
regulation, fast drying, lighweight. Jersey has a front half zipper and 2 back 
pockets.
COLORS: lime, orange, red, blue
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PROSPORT 
orange

PROSPORT 
blue

PROSPORT 
red

PROSPORT 
lime

PRO SPORT WIND      ❚
JACKET
Same fi t like our PRO RACE ISOWIND jacket but with simpler look for more 
leisure rides. Made from combination of WIND BLOCKER membrane and 
JGrong breathable fabrics. This combination off ers you wind protection with 
optimal breathability. The jacket has a back pocket with refl ective piping for 
your safety 
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
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PRO RACE 
red

PRO RACE 
lime

PRO RACE 
blue

PRO RACE      ❚
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey in a special Kellys tam design, 
made of a breathable, soft and comfortable 100% 
polyester. It features details like otimum moisture 
regulation, fast drying, lighweight. Jersey has a front 
half zipper and 3 back pockets. 
COLORS: red, lime, blue
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO RACE ISOWIND      ❚
JACKET
In a special Kellys professional team design. It is made of the Isowind® windproof 
fabric with a rear panel made of the SuperRoubaix® super stretch thermo fabric for 
a great insulation and optimal breathability. The jacket has a full-lengh zipper closure 
and a high collar keeps wind and moisture off  the neck. A back pocket with a zipper has 
a refl ective stripe for your safety
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
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PRO RACE      ❚
JERSEY LONG SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey made of thermomicrowave 
fabric, can be worn all around the year. It off ers optimum 
moisture regulation, fast drying, lightweight and 
comfortable fi t. It has a front full-length zipper closure, 
arm zippers and 3 back pockets.
COLORS: red, lime, blue
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO RACE      ❚
SOCKS
In a special Kellys professional team design. Made of Coolmax® for great 
breathability and durability. Anatomically shaped socks have a special 
elastic strap for perfect, stable and comfortable fi t.
COLORS: red, lime, blue, white
SIZES: 38 - 42, 43 – 47

PRO RACE      ❚
BIBSHORT
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel 
bibshort using a quality fabric polyamide / 
elasthane with a breathable and antibacterial 
multi-level padding. With an anti-slip elastic 
leg grippers to hold bibshorts in the right 
position and to provide you with the best 
comfort.
COLORS: red, lime, blue
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO RACE 
red

PRO RACE 
red

PRO RACE 
lime

PRO RACE 
lime

PRO RACE 
blue

PRO RACE 
blue
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JODY      ❚
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey for women in a special design, 
made of a breathable, soft and comfortable 100% 
polyester Borgini® fabric. It features details like 
optimum moisture regulation, fast drying, lighweight. 
Jersey with a front half zipper and 2 back pockets. 
COLORS: white, pink 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

FAITH      ❚
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE 
All-over printed jersey for women in a special design, made of a 
breathable, soft and comfortable 100% polyester Borgini® fabric. 
It features details like optimum moisture regulation, fast drying, 
lighweight. Jersey with a front half zipper and 2 back pockets. 
COLORS: pink, blue 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

FAITH 
pink

FAITH 
blue

JODY 
white

JODY 
pink

MEGAN 3/4      ❚
CYCLING SHORTS 
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort for women 
using a quality fabric polyamide / elasthane with a breathable 
and antibacterial multi-level padding. With an anti-slip elastic leg 
grippers to hold bibshorts in the right position and to provide you with 
the best comfort. 
COLORS: black
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

MEGAN      ❚
CYCLING SHORTS 
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort for 
women using a quality fabric polyamide / elasthane with 
a breathable and antibacterial multi-level padding. With 
an anti-slip elastic leg grippers to hold bibshorts in the 
right position and to provide you with the best comfort. 
COLORS: black, grey 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

MEGAN 
black

MEGAN 
grey
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THERMO LEG WARMERS RBX      ❚
Made of the SuperRoubaix® fast-recovery superstretch thermo fabric. For a 
protection against cold. With an antislip leg grippers at the upper part to hold 
warmers in the right position. With a Kellys refl ective logo for your safety.
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

THERMO KNEE
 

WARMERS RBX      ❚
Made of the SuperRoubaix® super-stretch 
thermo fabric. For a protection against 
cold. With an antislip leg grippers at the 
upper part to hold warmers in the right 
position. With a Kellys refl ective logo for 
your safety.
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

THERMO RBX      ❚
BIBTIGHTS
Made of the SuperRoubaix® super-stretch 
thermo fabric. These special multi-panel 
bibtights provides you with a comfortable fi t. 
With or without a breathable and antibacterial 
Hygienic® multilevel padding. Kellys refl ective 
logo  at the back panel for your safety. 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

THERMO ARM WARMERS RBX      ❚
Made of the Super Roubaix® fast-recovery super-stretch thermo fabric. For a 
protection against cold. With an antislip arm grippers at the upper part to hold 
warmers in the right position. With a Kellys refl ective logo for your safety.
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

THERMO KNEE WARMERS ISOWIND      ❚
The front part is made of the Isowind® functional windproof fabrics and the 
rear part from SuperRoubaix® super-stretch thermo fabric to protect your 
knees from wind. With an anti-slip elastic grippers at the upper part to hold 
warmers in the right position. With a refl ective Kellys logo for your safety. 
SIZES: XS, S, M/ L, XL

THERMO RBX
bibtights with/without 
padding
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THERMO CAP      ❚
It is designed to be worn under helmet. 
Made of a combination of the Isowind® on 
the front, Husky® Swisspile on the sides 
and SuperRoubaix® on top for a great heat 
insulation and optimal breathability. With a 
Kellys refl ective logo for your safety. One size 
fi ts all 

SHOE COVERS ISOWIND      ❚
Made of the Isowind® widproof fabric to keep your 
feet warm. The covers have a full-lenght zipper 
at the back for comfortable fi t with a refl ective 
velctro strap and Kellys logo for your safety.
SIZES: S/37-38, M/39-40, L/41-42, 
 XL/43-44, XXL/45-46 

THERMO ISOWIND      ❚
BIBTIGHTS
The front part is made of the Isowind® windproof 
fabrics and the rear part from SuperRoubaix® 
super-stretch thermo fabric for colder and windy 
days. With or without a breathable and anti-
bacterial Hygienic® multilevel padding. Kellys 
refl ective logo for your safety.
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Coolmax®
wicks sweat away from body keeps 
you cool, dry and comfortable, 
Iightweights, soft and breathable, 
DuPont performance tested and 
certifi ed

SuperRoubaix®
fast-recovery super-stretch fabric air 
permeable, strong, soft comfortable 
and easy care

Isowind®
functional fabric with a comfort and 
easy care properties:
• waterproof, windproof, 
 water vapour permeable
• longitudinally and diagonally 

elastic
• keep its shape

Husky® Swisspile
high-quality fi bre fl eece made on 
fi nest Polyster yarn:
• antipilling, 
 very good heat insulation, 

optimal breathability
• freedom of movement, 
 kind to the skin
• super soft touch, 
 light and easy to care

THERMO ISOWIND
bibtights with/without 
padding
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ADRENALINE      ❚
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity 
and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLORS: black, white

KELLYS RIDE YOUR LIFE
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity 
and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLOR: turquoise

KLS DRIVEQUIPMENT      ❚
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity 
and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLOR: green

KELLYS LOGO      ❚
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity 
and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLOR: black

KILL THE HILL      ❚
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity 
and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLORS: grey, black

TRAFFIC      ❚
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity 
and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLORS: black, blue

ADRENALINE 
black

ADRENALINE 
white

KILL THE HILL 
black

KILL THE HILL 
grey

TRAFFIC 
blue

TRAFFIC 
black
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HOODIE      ❚
MEN’S BASIC HOODIE
Body - 340 GSM Brushback Fleece 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester
Rib - 2x2 Rib 97% Cotton 3% Elastane
Hood & Pocket Lining - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity and smooth hand-feel
COLOR: black

DIRT      ❚
TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 65% Cotton 35%Polyester
Rib - 1x1 62% Cotton, 35% Polyester, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Wash that provides longevity and smooth hand-feel
SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 
COLORS: lime, orange

HOODIE      ❚
MEN’S TYPO HOODIE 
Body - 340 GSM Brushback Fleece 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester
Rib - 2x2 Rib 97% Cotton 3% Elastane
Hood & Pocket Lining - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity and 
smooth hand-feel
COLOR: blue

DIRT 
lime

DIRT 
orange
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TRUE LOVE      ❚
WOMENS’ TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 96% Cotton 4% Elastane
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity and smooth 
hand-feel
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
COLORS: purple, turquoise

HOODIE      ❚
WOMEN’S BASIC HOODIE
Body - 340 GSM Brushback Fleece 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester
Rib - 2x2 Rib 97% Cotton 3% Elastane
Hood & Pocket Lining - 160 GSM Single Jersey 100% Cotton
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity and smooth hand-
feel 
COLOR: grey

RIDE YOUR LIFE      ❚ 
WOMENS’ TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 60% Polyester 37% cotton 
3% Elastane
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Wash that provides longevity and 
smooth hand-feel
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
COLORS: pink, lime

RIDE YOUR LIFE      ❚ 
WOMENS´ TSHIRT
Body - 160 GSM Single Jersey 96% Cotton 4% Elastane
Rib - 1x1 97% Cotton, 3% Elastane
Wash - Softener Bio Wash that provides longevity and 
smooth hand-feel 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
COLOR: black

TRUE LOVE 
turquoise

TRUE LOVE 
purple

RIDE YOUR LIFE 
pink

RIDE YOUR LIFE 
lime
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woman’s

Illusion yellow

woman’s

Paisley orange

unisex
Tetris blue

man’s
Logo black

man’s

Ride your life black

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SCARF      ❚
Possible to wear around neck, like a cap, on wrist or whatever you like 
100% polyester 
COLORS: Paisley orange, Logo black, Ride your life black, Illusion yellow, Labyrinth lime, Tetris blue 

MOTO      ❚
CAP
Original FLEXFIT® cap
Comfortable feel 
64% polyester, 34% cotton, 2% spandex
Size: S/M, L/XL

SIGN      ❚
CAP
Original FLEXFIT® cap with fl at visor
Comfortable feel 
92% acrylic, 15% woll 2% spandex
Size: S/M, L/XL

BADGE      ❚
CAP
Original FLEXFIT® cap
Cool and Dry® fabrics
Comfortable feel 
92% polyester, 8% spandex
Size: S/M, L/XL

Labyrinth lime 
unisex
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FIT      ❚
SOCKS
Invisible socks in Kellys design. Made of cotton 
for great comfort. Anatomically shaped socks 
have a special elastic strap for perfect, stable and 
comfortable fi t. Also for every day wear.
COLORS:  black, white
SIZES: 38 - 42, 43 – 47

SHADOW      ❚
REFLECTIVE ARMBAND
2 pcs of refl ective armband
SIZES: 3x30cm, 3x40cm

TWILIGHT      ❚
REFLEX TAPE
2 pc. refl ective fl exible straps
adjustable length by Velcro
SIZES: 4x40cm, 4x50cm

MOONLIGHT      ❚
ELASTIC SAFETY STRAP VEST
Universal size / uni-sex
Fully adjustable
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Recently, the eye protection became a part of almost every activity performed outside, 
not excluding cycling, of course. The ozone layer in our latitudes compared with the sit-
uation 30 years ago weakened by almost 10%; this can be one of the reasons why eye 
protection has gained so much popularity. When choosing the sunglasses, several factors 
have to be taken into account. The most important factor, of course, is the eye protection. 
According to the environment where we are going to wear the sunglasses, we can choose 
the correct fi lter category. It is also important that the sunglasses fi t, do not squeeze or 
restrict the movement. Last but not least, many people also require it for the function 
of a fashion accessory. Kellys sunglasses are designed to provide a 100% protection in 
all-weather conditions in any environment. Sports sunglasses have two lenses, which can 
be exchanged quickly and comfortably anywhere. Adjustable rubber nose pads allow the 
proper fi t and together with rubber temple ends provide stability of the face even when 
sweating. Lifestyle  sunglasses make a powerful fi rst impression wherever you go and 
whatever you try. Hide your eyes behind high level of comfort and visual performance. 
Equipped with durable polycarbonate as well as polarized  lenses, rubber nose pads and 
also rubber temple ends. They are fully loaded with all of our fi nest technology and fea-
tures. Youthful shape and everyday style set Kellys sunglasses apart from the masses.
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STRANGER      ❚
SUNGLASSES 
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm / Lightweight frame made 
of Grilamid TR90 / Interchangeable polycarbonate lenses / Antiwater lens 
coating / Antiscratch lens coating / Antifog lens coating / Cut-out lenses 
adjust airfl ow Comfortable and adjustable nosepads / Injected rubber ends / 
Patented easy way of changing lenses
COLORS:  Shiny Black (POLARIZED smoke fl ash mirror/blue), 
 Shiny White (violet REVO/smoked), 
 Sky blue (green REVO/blue)

WRAITH      ❚
SUNGLASSES 
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm / Lightweight frame made 
of Grilamid TR90 / Interchangeable polycarbonate lenses / Antiwater lens 
coating / Antiscratch lens coating / Antifog lens coating / Comfortable and 
adjustable nosepads / Changeable rubber ends 
COLORS: Crystal Ash (mint/orange), 
 Shiny White (smoke fl ash mirror/yellow) 
 Shiny Lime (smoke green REVO/orange),
 Shiny Black (PHOTOCHROMIC smoke), 
 Shiny Orange (orange REVO/blue), 
 Sky Blue (Blue REVO/orange)

FORCE      ❚
SUNGLASSES 
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm / Lightweight 
frame made of Grilamid TR90 / Interchangeable polycarbonate 
lenses / Antiwater lens coating  / Antiscratch lens coating 
/ Antifog lens coating / Cut-out lenses adjust airfl ow /
Comfortable and adjustable nosepads / Injected rubber ends 
COLORS: Shiny Red (smoke/transparent), 
 Shiny Black (mint/orange), 
 Shiny Black PHOTOCHROMIC, 
 White Gloss (violet REVO/smoked), 
 Shiny Lime (smoke green REVO/yellow), 
 Sky Blue (blueREVO/smoked)

STRANGER
Shiny White 

STRANGER
Shiny Black

STRANGER
Sky Blue 

FORCE 
Shiny Black

PHOTOCHROMIC

FORCE 
Shiny Red

FORCE 
Shiny Black 

FORCE 
Shiny Lime 

FORCE 
White Gloss

FORCE 
Sky Blue

WRAITH
Shiny Lime 

WRAITH
Crystal Ash

WRAITH
Shiny Orange

WRAITH
Sky Blue

WRAITH
Shiny Black

PHOTOCHROMIC

WRAITH
Shiny White
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PROJECTILE      ❚
LIFESTYLE SUNGLASSES
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm / Lightweight frame made 
of Grilamid TR90 / Antiwater lens coating / Antiscratch lens coating / Antifog 
lens coating / Comfortable and adjustable nosepads / Injected rubber ends 
 COLORS: Shiny Black (POLARIZED smoke), 
 Shiny White (smoke blue REVO), 
 Charcoal Ash (PHOTOCHROMIC smoke), 
 White Gloss (POLARIZED smoke)

RESPECT      ❚
LIFESTYLE SUNGLASSES
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm / POLARIZED lenses with 
REVO coating / Lightweight frame made of Grilamid TR90 polycarbonate / 
Comfortable fi t / Antiwater lens coating / Antiscratch lens coating / Antifog 
lens coating 
COLORS: Shiny Black (POLARIZED smoke fl ash mirror), 
 Shiny White (POLARIZED green REVO), 
 Crystal Ash (POLARIZED blue REVO), 
 Matt Crystal Blue (POLARIZED fi re REVO)

PROJECTILE
Shiny White 

PROJECTILE
Shiny Black 

PROJECTILE
Charcoal Ash

PROJECTILE
White Gloss

RESPECT
Shiny Black 

RESPECT
Shiny White

RESPECT
Matt Crystal Blue

RESPECT
Crystal Ash
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GLANCE      ❚
WOMEN LIFESTYLE SUNGLASSES
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm / 
Polarized polycarbonate lenses / Lightweight frame 
made of Grilamid TR90 / Comfortable fi t / Antiwater 
lens coating / Antiscratch lens coating / Antifog lens 
coating 
COLORS: Shiny Black (POLARIZED smoke), 
 Shiny white (POLARIZED brown)

GLANCE
Shiny Black

GLANCE
Shiny White

FRAME
All types of sun glasses are made of Grilamid TR90, which is 
characterized by an extremely high fl exural strength, fl exibility 
and lightweight. Grilamid TR90 also excellently resists weather 
conditions and the eff ects of UV radiation. This material therefore 
ensures a long frame durability even during high performance.

POLYCARBONATE LENSES
These lenses are characterized by lightweight and depending on 
the fi nish also by high durability and scratch-resistance.

POLARIZED LENSES
The sun light itself is not polarized – it becomes polarized after 
the impact on a shiny surface (snow, water surface or road), 
when the refl ected waves oscillate in two levels – horizontal and 
vertical. Sunglasses with polarized fi lter allow only the positive 
vertically refl ected rays to reach your eye. Looking through such 
sunglasses is comfortable, clear and without glare. The horizontal 
group of sun rays is blocked out by the polarized fi lter. These 
lenses allow a colorful vision, better visual clarity and notable 
relief for the eyes.

ANTI-SCRATCH COATING
All lenses are equipped with special surface treatment which 
increases scratch resistance.

ANTI-FOG COATING
This lens treatment prevents fogging for certain time to avoid 
reduced visibility. 

ANTI-WATER COATING
Surface treatment improves off -take of water droplets. It helps 
to keep the vision clear and without any distortion.

PHOTOCHROMIC LENSES
Photochromic lenses are made of Polycarbonate. Depending on 
the intensity of UV radiation the lenses will be darker. If the UV 
radiation is removed (indoors or inside the car), the lenses will 
return to their clear state. These lenses are recommended to use 
outdoor only.

FILTER CATEGORY TINT USE
LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE

From % To %

0 Clear/ Very Light Cloudy, Evening 80 100

1 Light Tint Cloudy Conditions 43 80

2 Medium Tint Regular Conditions 18 43

3 Dark Tint Sunny Conditions (sea, 
mountains) 8 18

4 Very Dark* Very Sunny (glacier) 3 8

*Inappropriate for driving a vehicle and for using in road traffi  c
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Gloves have become not only part of the outfi t for modern cyclists, but a part of the 
basic equipment of just about every devotee of cycling. Their benefi ts are undeniable, 
whether for road or mountain cycling. Gloves eliminate unpleasant shocks transmit-
ted through handlebar grips and also reduce uncomfortable tingling in fi ngers. Modern 
research shows, that the correct position of shock absorbing padding in the glove can 
reduce these problems up to 80%. Kellys glove designers focused on all important 
details to enhance the rider’s comfort. Having thumb area from terry cloth, palm from 
Airy mesh material or including Velcro fastening and Pull out system for easier glove 
removal are only a few details to mention. 

GLOVES



IMPACT SHORT      ❚
GLOVES
The perfect fi t model made of Fourway, new palm construction optimizes 
the hand and bar interface, silicon printing for the best of ride control, 
streamlined pull on with 3D logo, pull off  at the fi ngers base,  thumb area 
with a towel, wristband with velcro closing. 
COLORS: white – grey- black, white – grey – red, black – grey, black – green, 
 black – blue, black - orange    
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

IMPULSE SHORT      ❚
GLOVES 
All round model made of 4-way, 
streamlined pull on with 3D logo on 
Compression cuff , ergonomically 
formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel padding and 
silicon printing for better grip, thumb 
area with a towel 
COLORS: sky blue, lime green, 
 light grey 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

IMPACT LONG      ❚
GLOVES
The perfect fi t model made of Fourway, new palm construction with silicon 
printing for the best of ride control, streamlined pull on with 3D logo, pull off  
at the fi ngers base,  thumb area with a towel, wristband with velcro closing. 
COLORS: white – grey- black, white – grey – red, black – grey, black – green, 
 black – blue, black - orange    
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

IMPULSE LONG      ❚
GLOVES 
All round classic model made of 4-way, 
streamlined pull on with 3D logo on 
Compression cuff , ergonomically 
formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel padding 
and silicon printing for better grip, 
fi ngertips printing for extra control, 
thumb area with a towel 
COLORS: lime green, sky blue, 
 light grey 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 
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INSTINCT LONG      ❚
GLOVES 
Lightweight model made of Lycra 
Mesh, streamlined pull on with 3D logo 
on compression cuff , ergonomically 
formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara, with gel padding 
and silicon printing for better grip, 
fi ngertips printing for extra control, 
thumb area with a towel 
COLORS: white/black, black/white, 
 white/pink, white/blue, 
 black/blue 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

COMFORT      ❚
GLOVES 
Made of Lycra Mesh, ergonomically formed palm from synthetical leather 
Amara with gel padding and Super Airy Mesh, reinforced thumb area with 
a towel. 
COLORS: red, black, blue, grey, sky blue, lime green 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

RACE      ❚
GLOVES
Made of Fourway, ergonomically formed palm from synthetical leather 
Amara with foam padding and Super Airy Mesh, reinforced thumb area with 
a towel, direct inject Kellys logo. 
COLORS: red, black, blue, grey 
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

INSTINCT SHORT      ❚
GLOVES
Lightweight model made of Lycra 
Mesh, streamlined pull on with 3D logo 
on compression cuff , ergonomically 
formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara, with gel padding and 
silicon printing for better grip, thumb 
area with a towel
COLORS: black/white, white/black, 
 white/blue, black/blue, 
 white/pink
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

FROSTY      ❚
WINTER GLOVES 
Winter gloves for cold and frosty weather made of membrane 
high-tech Winbreaker material, gel and silicone reinforcement 
of palm and partially fi ngers for a better grip, double stitched 
palm for durability, wristband for a better protection. 
COLORS: black, blue, grey, red 
SIZES: S, M, L, XL 
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In the modern society an increasing number of people seek out various sport activities 
but safety can often be forgotten. Health is the most valuable thing and therefore we 
need to protect it.
This philosophy became Kellys company motto which is why we increased our off er 
of safety helmets. From durable colourful designs for your little ones, through BMX/
Dirt helmet, MTB or all-mountain helmet to the most sophisticated models for profes-
sional riders there is plenty to choose from. All Kellys helmets undergo rigorous safety 
tests and all carry the CE Quality Standard Label. Majority of our models are made by 
In-mould technology which enables for reduced weight while retaining all qualitative 
parameters. STS, STL 2.0, STL 3.0, Dial Ring and Double Pull systéme allow for a quick 
and comfortable head size adjustment while anti-bug net and antibacterial padding 
add to the wearing comfort for all riders.

HELMETS
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DIVA      ❚
HELMET
Made by In-mold technology 20 vents for perfect head ventilation inner 
padding for comfortable wearing, double-pull adjust system, anti-insect 
internal netting, visor 
COLORS: white-grey matt, pink-white matt, black-grey matt, blue-white,
                  purple-lime 
SIZES: S/M (56-58cm), M/L (58-61cm) 

REBUS      ❚
HELMET
Made by In-mold technology 20 vents for perfect head ventilation inner 
padding for comfortable wearing double-pull adjust system, anti-insect 
internal netting, visor 
COLORS: lime matt, black matt, white matt, grey-orange, grey- black 
SIZES: S/M ( 56-58cm), M/L (58-61cm) 

SCORE      ❚
HELMET
Top MTB model made by In-mould technology 
23 air vents, air channels and rear vents for perfect head ventilation and optimum 
airfl ow
STL 2.0 (Simply Twist Lock 2.0) new vertically adjustable head lock system for snug 
and secure fi t, anti-insect internal netting, removable visor, inner padding for comfort.
COLORS: black-monochrome, black-blue-lime, black-turquoise, red-black,  
 white-black, lime-black
SIZES: S/M (54 – 57 cm), M/L (57 – 61 cm)

ROCKET      ❚
HELMET
Made by In-mold technology IRS - In-molded 
Reinforced Skeleton is an advanced skeleton 
that is fused with the helmet for extra strength 
in the event of impact WWV22 - Wide Wind 
Ventilation - helmet features 22 air vents as a 
combination of active vents and internal exhaust 
channels that force cool air over and around 
your head and warm air out. STS - Simply Twist 
System provides quick and comfortable head 
size adjustment inner antibacterial padding 
for comfortable wearing, anti-insect internal 
netting.
COLORS: black-blue, black-red, black-lime, 
 black-silver, polar white, pure black  
SIZES: S/M (56-58cm), L/XL (58-62cm) 
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DYNAMIC      ❚
HELMET
Made by In-mold technology, 20 vents for perfect head ventilation, STL 3.0 
(Simply Twist Lock 3.0) new head lock system for snug and secure fi t, inner 
padding for comfortable wearing, anti-insect internal netting, visor
COLORS: white/red, white/alpine purple, 
 white/arctic blue, 
 white/green black/sun yellow, 
 black/green 
SIZES: S/M (54-58cm), M/L (58-61cm)

DARE      ❚
HELMET
All-moutain model made by In-mould technology 
23 air vents, air channels and rear vents for perfect head ventilation and 
optimum airfl ow
STL 3.0 (Simply Twist Lock 3.0) new head lock system for snug and secure fi t, 
anti-insect internal netting, inner padding for comfortable wearing.
COLORS: lime green, sky blue, white-black, 
 black-green, anthracite grey, red-black
SIZES: S/M (54 – 57 CM), M/L (58 – 61 CM) 

BLAZE      ❚
HELMET
19 vents for perfect head ventilation, STL 3.0 (Simply Twist Lock 3.0) new 
head lock system for snug and secure fi t, inner padding for comfortable 
wearing, visor
COLORS: white-red, white-blue, black-green, black-grey, 
                   white-purple (matt), white-black (matt)
SIZES: SIZES: S/M (54 – 57 CM), M/L 58 – 61 CM)

JUMPER      ❚
HELMET
BMX/Dirt model with an EPS Inner shell designed to absorb 
the force of an impact, high of ABS outer shell strenght 
provides protection
12 air vents for cooling 
STL 3.0  (Simply Twist Lock 3.0) new vertically adjustable 
system for snug and secure fi t, inner padding for comfort.
COLORS: white, black, blue
SIZES: S/M (54 – 57 CM), M/L (58 – 61 CM) 
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MARK      ❚
KIDS HELMET
DialRing System - easy, quick adjusting and safe fixation on the head, shock 
absorption, 14 vents for full ventilation, anti-insect netting, integrated visor, 
antibacterial padding weight 254g - 284g 
COLORS: blue, red, white, black, green, orange, pink 
SIZES: XS/S (47-51cm), S/M (51-54cm) 

SMARTY      ❚
KIDS  HELMET
Made by In-mold technology, 14 vents for full ventilation, easy and quick head 
size adjustment, inner padding, anti-insect internal netting, integrated visor.
COLORS: graffi  ti white, graffi  ti red, graffi  ti black, graffi  ti blue, blue smile, 
 red smile 
SIZES: S (51-54cm), M (54-58cm) 

BUGGIE      ❚
KIDS HELMET
Made by In-mold technology, 12 vents for full ventilation, easy and quick head 
size adjustment, inner padding, anti-insect internal netting, integrated visor
COLORS: pink fl ower, white fl ower, red fl ower, green fl ower, red beetle, 
                 green beetle, rainbow dots, red, blue, lime, black-lime, black-orange
SIZES: S (48-52cm), M (52-56cm)
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Where to put all those little things like wallet, keys, mobile phone, tools and spare tube 
which are needed during a short bike ride ? And how about everything for the kids and 
family when you go on a trip for a few days ? Those are questions that KELLYS design-
ers asked themselves, creating a new bags collection includes rucksack for marathons 
and bike trips and bags of various types, sizes, volumes and intended use.

RUCKSACK
& BAGS
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STRATOS      ❚
RUCKSACK
Made of polyester material, provides several inner sections with a hydro 
system compartment - suitable for the water bladder capacity 3.0 l. 
Reinforced and ergonomically shaped back system with an airy mesh and 
alloy construction provides the air comfort and keeps the correct positioning. 
3M refl ective piping for safety. Integrated „rain cover“ protects against the 
moisture and dirty.
COLORS: black-grey, red-grey 
VOLUME: 25,0 L + 5,0 L 

INVADER      ❚
RUCKSACK
Made of Polyester material, provides several inner sections with a hydro 
system compartment – suitable for water bladder capacity 3,0 L, loops for 
fi xing of mesh helmet holder, integrated „rain cover“ protects against the 
moisture and dirty. 
Air Comfort System - reinforced and ergonomically shaped back part with 
airy mesh and alloy construction protecting from perspiration, anatomically 
shaped and padded shoulder straps and adjustable waist belt and chest belt 
for comfort, 3M reflective details for safety. 
COLORS: black-blue YKK, black-lime YKK, black-grey YKK 
VOLUME: 25 L

HUNTER      ❚
RUCKSACK
Made of Polyester material, provides several inner sections with a Hydro 
system – suitable for water bladder 3,0 L, side mesh pockets, loops for fi xing 
of mesh helmet holder.
Air comfort system -  reinforced and ergonomically shaped back part, 
anatomically shaped and padded shoulder straps and adjustable waist belt 
and chest belt for comfort, 3M reflective details for safety .
COLORS: blue-black, black-green, grey-orange, black-grey YKK
VOLUME: 15,0 L

lime green – black

EXPLORE      ❚
RUCKSACK
Made of Polyester material, provides several inner sections with a hydro 
system compartment – suitable for water bladder capacity 3,0 L, loops for 
fi xing of mesh helmet holder, integrated „rain cover“ protects against the 
moisture and dirty. 
Air Comfort System - reinforced and ergonomically shaped back part, 
anatomically shaped and padded shoulder straps and adjustable waist belt 
and chest belt for comfort, 3M reflective details for safety. 
COLORS: black, lime gree – grey, white-red, sky blue-grey, black-lime YKK
VOLUME: 20 L

lime green – black

black-grey

red-grey

black-blue-green

black-red

grey-orangesky blue - black
black-grey

black-grey

black-grey

red - black

black lime

black-green
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TANK 20      ❚
WATER BLADDER
Made of PEVA, wide opening Slide Lock 
system for easy and comfort cleaning and 
drying. 100cm PVC tube with the valve 
water lock system with the thermo sleeve 
including.
VOLUME: 2,0 L 

TANK 30      ❚
WATER BLADDER
Made of PEVA, wide opening Slide Lock 
system for easy and comfort cleaning and 
drying. 100cm PVC tube with the valve 
water lock system with the thermo sleeve 
including.
VOLUME: 3,0 L 

KWB-03      ❚
WATER BLADDER
Made of durable material with threaded cap 
on the front panel including 100cm PVC tube 
with valve water lock system
VOLUME: 2,0 L 

LIMIT      ❚
RUCKSACK
Lightweight rucksack for marathons 
made of Polyester material provides two 
inner sections with a Hydro system – 
suitable for water bladder 2,0 L, side mesh 
pockets, loops for fi xing of mesh helmet 
holder.
Air Comfort System – reinforced 
and ergonomically shaped back part, 
anatomically shaped and padded shoulder 
straps and adjustable waist belt and chest 
belt for comfort, refl ective details for 
safety.
COLORS: blue-orange, 
 grey-green, blue-green, 
 black-grey YKK
VOLUME: 6,0 L

blue-green

blue-orange

grey-green

black-grey
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SADDLE BAGS

HANDY strap S      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, strap 
fi tting system, 3M refl ective safety stripe.
VOLUME: 0,4L

SLOPPER S      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, with 
new wing style plastic bracket TL-27 allows easy 
and fast TOOLFREE mount, 3M refl ective safety 
stripe 
VOLUME: 0,4L
COLORS: black, black-grey

HANDY strap L      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, strap 
fi tting system, 3M refl ective safety stripe
VOLUME: 1,0L + 0,7L

DAPPER      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of Polyester material ,Expandable volume 
,Strap fi tting system ,3M refl ective stripe ,Velcro 
straps for fastening 
VOLUME: 1,3L + 0,4L

      ❚  WAGON
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, straps 
fi tting system.
VOLUME: 1,9L

HANDY strap M      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, strap 
fi tting system, 3M refl ective safety stripe.
VOLUME: 0,7L

SLOPPER M      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, with 
new wing style plastic bracket TL-27 allows easy 
and fast TOOLFREE mount, 3M refl ective safety 
stripe 
VOLUME: 0,7L

DANDY S      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, with new 
wing style plastic bracket TL-27 allows easy and 
fast TOOLFREE mount, 3M refl ective safety stripe
VOLUME: 0,4L

DANDY L      ❚
SADDLE BAG
Made of waterproof polyester material, with new 
wing style plastic bracket TL-27 allows easy and 
fast TOOLFREE mount, 3M refl ective safety stripe
VOLUME: 0,7L + 0,5L
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FRAME BAGS

BASIC      ❚
FRAME BAG
Made of polyester material, big space inner 
compartment with small mesh pocket, 3M safety 
stripe, individualy adjustable velcro straps for 
fastening. YKK zipper.
VOLUME: 0,7 L

ZOFFY      ❚
FRAME BAG
Made of polyester material, 2 inner sections with 
smaller compartment, fl exible strap for pump or 
tools, 3M safety stripe, individualy adjustable 
velcro straps for fastening
VOLUME: 0,9 L 

SNAZZY      ❚
FRAME BAG
Made of polyester material, 2 sections with inner reinforcement, small 
mesh pocket, fl exible strap for pump or tools, 3M safety stripe, individualy 
adjustable velcro straps for fastening
VOLUME: 1,0 L

AGENT      ❚
FRAME BAG
Front triangle frame bag made of polyester material, inner section with mesh 
pocket, 3M safety stripe, velcro straps for fastening
VOLUME: 1,1 L

SNAPPY      ❚
FRAME BAG
Made of polyester material, inner section with small mesh pocket, 3M safety 
stripe, individualy adjustable velcro straps for fastening. YKK zipper.
VOLUME: 1,3 L

FRAMY      ❚
FRAME BAG
Made of polyester material, 2 inner sections with smaller compartment, 
fl exible strap for pump or tools, 3M safety stripe, individualy adjustable 
velcro straps for fastening. YKK zipper.
VOLUME: 0,6 L

ZOFTIC      ❚
FRAME BAG
Made of polyester material, 2 inner sections with 
smaller compartment, fl exible strap for pump or 
tools, 3M safety stripe, individualy adjustable 
velcro straps for fastening
VOLUME: 1,2 L
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TRIAL      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments with 2 
smaller side pockets and 2 rear pockets and removable top part - can be used 
separately, with fl exible cord and grips for another luggage, with refl ective 
piping and 3M safety stripes. Fastening on rear carrier.
COLORS: black, black-grey YKK
VOLUME: 35 L

EXPRESS      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
rigid construction with inside soft padding compartment for camera, video 
camera and other electronic devices safe transportation and protection, side 
expandable compartments. Flexible cord for another luggage, arm belt, carry 
handle. 3M safety piping. Fastening on the rear carrier with velcro straps. YKK 
zippers.
VOLUME: 10L + 20L

HOOK      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments with 2 
smaller side pockets and 2 rear pockets and removable top part - can be used 
separately, with fl exible cord and grips for another luggage, with refl ective 
piping and 3M safety stripes. Fastening on rear carrier. YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 45 L

TRIAL 
black

TRIAL 
black-grey

WANDER      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design – made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments with 2 
smaller side pockets and 2 rear pockets, top compartment with the fl exible 
cord for another luggage, refl ective piping and 3M safety stripes. Fastening 
on rear carrier. YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 40 L
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COURIER      ❚
REAR PANIER BAG
Waterproof Design - made of waterproof polyester material Bag provides 
rigid construction with inside soft padding compartment for camera, video 
camera and other electronic products safe transportation and protection. 
Flexible cord for another luggage, arm belt, carry handle. 3M safety piping. 
Fastening on the rear carrier with velcro straps. YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 8L + 3L

SERRANO      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof design – bag made of waterproof polyester material ,rigid 
construction with inner soft padding compartment for camera, video camera 
or other electronic devices,  side compartments for additional devices, tools, 
repair kit and other personals propper organisation , another compartments 
for wallet, mobile phone or documents , fl exible cord for another luggage, 
arm belt, 3M safety stripe , fastening on the rear carrier with velcro straps. 
YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 8 L

ROVER      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG 
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof ployester material. 
This bag has a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 
2 main compartments with 2 smaller side pockets, grips for 
another luggage, with reflective piping and 3M stripes for your 
safety. Fastening on rear carrier.  
VOLUME: 30 L

SUPREMO      ❚
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof design – bag made of waterproof polyester material , Rigid 
construction with inner soft padding compartment for camera, video camera 
or other electronic devices , Side expandable compartments for additional 
volume , Flexible cord for another luggage,  Fastening on the rear carrier with 
velcro straps. YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 7L + 10 L
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ORBIT      ❚
HANDLEBAR BAG
Made of water-proof polyester material , Zippered transparent pocket for 
map, padded sides, arm belt, refl ective piping for safety, side net pockets for 
bottles. YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 7 L

GIRON      ❚
HANDLEBAR BAG
Made of water-proof polyester material , Rigid construction of edge, main 
compartment with mesh pockets , Transparent pocket for smartphone, wallet 
and documents, Refl ective piping for safety, fastening with velcro straps. 
YKK zippers.
VOLUME: 2 L

GASPER      ❚
HANDLEBAR BAG
Made of water-proof polyester material , Main zippered compartment with 
the small mesh pockets on the top for wallet, smartphone or documents , 
Refl ective piping for safety, fastening with velcro straps. YKK zippers.
COLORS: back, black-blue, black-grey, black-green
VOLUME: cca 1,0 L

SATELITE      ❚
SEAT POST RACK BAG
EVA Hard shell bag, Alluminum Alloy QR rack ,Velcro straps for fastening on 
frame ,3M refl ective stripe ,YKK zippers 
COLORS: black-grey, black-green, black
VOLUME:  7,5 L

RADIAN      ❚
TOP TUBE BAG
Made of Polyester material 
Transparent top part casing to    control the smartphone 
3M refl ective stripe. YKK zipper.
Velcro straps for fastening 
VOLUME: 1,0 L

GASPER 
black-blue

SATELITE 
black-green

GASPER 
black

SATELITE 
black

GASPER 
black-lime

SATELITE 
black-grey

GASPER 
black-grey
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Bicycle lights do not only have to be about safety. 
KLS enables you to expand your bicycle experienc-
es also into the night-time hours.
This especially concerns the new Beam light, the 
performance of which is comparable to a car’s 
headlights. It perfectly illuminates not only every 
bump and obstacle, but also allows you to look at 
the surrounding area that you are currently rid-
ing through. Therefore, you are not limited by the 
lighting conditions; it’s quite the opposite. You can 
expand your experiences also to night riding and 
enjoy the view of a beautifully lit-up forest envi-
ronment.
Another innovation for the 2015 season is a facelift 
of the Zoomer light. We exchanged the type of 
LEDs for even more powerful ones and, together 
with the new lamp holder, the light has moved to 
a signifi cantly higher level. In addition to cycling 
activities, it is perfectly suitable as a companion 
for hiking or various other leisure activities.
If you need a reliable light and you do not want to 
be changing batteries all the time, check out our 
Index and Craft lights. Using a USB cable, they are 
charged in 2 to 2.5 hours, and the battery lasts for 

4 hours during peak performance. It provides you 
with maximum safety and helps you during night 
rides outside of town. 
With tail lights, it is mainly about safety. The Ele-
ment light, which is especially designed for cyclists 
travelling long night routes outside of town, ful-
fi ls this task the best; for example, when travel-
ling back from work. The driver of a fast moving 
car will notice you miles away and will still have 
enough time to react calmly. This will avoid situ-
ations where the driver reacts at the last minute 
and thus threatens both you and themselves.
The Rippy tail light takes the best care about 
your safety in town - its light output is powerful 
enough to get you noticed by car drivers, even in 
diffi  cult urban situations. Rippy will remind driv-
ers about you enough, but it will not unnecessarily 
blind them.
If you are interested in front and tail lights at the 
same time, we recommend one of our sets. Strike 
and Glare are the most powerful, and are suitable 
for both in town and outside of town. Eggy and 
Twins are small handy sets that are intended for 
town streets.

LIGHTS
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BEAM
HEAD LIGHT
4X CREE LED
Light output: 1600 lumens
Battery life: 2,2-7hrs
Charging time: 4hrs
4 modes: Low beam, Mid beam, High beam, Super beam,
Water resistant casing
Overheat protection
Quick release TOOLFREE bracket
Battery bracket suitable for all frame types
Suitable for handlebar Ø 25,4-31,8mm
Li-ion battery 4400 mAh 8,4 V included
COLORS: black

INDEX F      ❚
RECHARGEABLE HEAD LIGHT  
2 LED Super Bright 
3 models:  steady 100% / steady 50% / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm 
Low battery indicator
Li-ion battery 300mAh 1x 3,7V included
Rechargeable USB 2.0 
COLORS: white, black

GEEZER      ❚
HEAD LIGHT
1 LED Super Bright
2 modes:  steady / fl ashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm 
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included
COLORS: white, black

ZOOMER      ❚
HEAD LIGHT
1 Watt CREE LED
2 modes: steady / off  / fl  ashing / off 
suitable for handlebar o 25,4-31,8mm
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
adjustable focus size and intensity
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included
COLORS: black

REVOLT      ❚
HEAD LIGHT
1 Watt LED 
2 models:  steady / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm 
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included
COLORS: black, silver

CROOKER      ❚
HEAD LIGHT
2 white LED diods Super Bright
2 modes: steady / flashing
fastening with velcro strap
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included
COLORS: red, white, black, silver

HUMBLE      ❚
LED HEAD LIGHT
5 LED Super Bright
2 modes:  steady / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm 
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included
COLORS: white, black
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INDEX R      ❚
RECHARGEABLE TAIL LIGHT 
2 LED Super Bright 
3 models:  steady 100% / steady 50% / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
Low battery indicator
Li-ion battery 300mAh 1x 3,7V included
Rechargeable USB 2.0 
COLORS: white, black

CRAFT      ❚
RECHARGEABLE  TAIL LIGHT RECHARGEABLE
3 LED Super Bright
2 models: steady / fl  ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar o 25,4-31,8mm
Low battery indicator
Li-ion battery 300mAh 1x 3,7V included
Rechargeable USB 2.0

KLS-301      ❚
TAIL LIGHT
5 red LEDs
3 modes: steady / fl ashing / random
quick release bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

ELEMENT      ❚
TAIL LIGHT
2 LED Super Bright
2 modes: fl  ashing / steady
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for seat post o 27,2-31,6mm
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

RIPPY      ❚
TAIL LIGHT
1 LED 0.5W - OPTICAL LENS SYSTEM 
2 LED Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included

TOPPER      ❚
TAIL LIGHT   
4 LED Super Bright 
2 models:  steady / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm 
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included

CROOKER R      ❚
TAIL LIGHT
2 white LED diods Super Bright
2 modes: steady / fl ashing
Fastening with Velcro strap (w/arm belt including)
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included
COLORS: red, white, black, silver
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STRIKE SET      ❚
HEAD LIGHT
1 Watt LED ultrabright
2 modes: steady / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included

GLARE SET      ❚
HEAD LIGHT 
1 Watt LED Ultra Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included 

NOBLE SET      ❚
HEAD LIGHT
4 LED Super Bright
2 modes: steady / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar o 25,4-31,8mm
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

EGGY SET      ❚
HEAD LIGHT 
2 LED Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included 

TAIL LIGHT
4 red LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / fl ashing
quick release bracket
2xCR2030 battery included

TAIL LIGHT
1 LED 0.5W - OPTICAL LENS 
SYSTEM 
2 LED Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

TAIL LIGHT
2 LED Super Bright
2 modes: steady / fl ashing
quick release TOOLFREE 
bracket
suitable for seat post o 27,2-
31,6mm
CR2032 batteries 2x3V 
included

TAIL LIGHT
2 LED Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-
31,8mm
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included 
COLORS: lime green, sky blue, 
 black, white, silver, red

TWINS SET      ❚
HEAD LIGHT 
2 LED Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included  

TAIL LIGHT
2 LED Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-
31,8mm
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included
COLORS: white, red, black, lime 

CANDELA
the spatial density 

of luminous fl ux

LUX
the amount of light 

falling on a particular area

LUMEN
the total amount 
of light emitted
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LIGHT NAME FUNCTION candela 
(cd)

lumen 
(lm)

lux 
(lx) 1m

MOUNT 
SIZE

TOOLFREE 
instalation

HELMET 
BRACKET

WATER 
RESISTANT

LIGHTING 
TYPE

BATTERY 
LIFE BATTERY

BEAM
Super Beam
High Beam
Mid Beam
Low Beam

15604
10384
7452
3741

1600
1200
800
400

15604
10384
7452
3741

Uni Yes No Yes 4x CREE
LED

2,2
2,5
3,5
7

Li-Ion 8,4V
4400mAh

ZOOMER
High Beam
Mid Beam
Flashing

1252
511

1252

75
38
75

1252
511

1252
Uni Yes No Yes 1x CREE

LED

48
96
96

3x AAA

REVOLT
High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

713
713
713

42
42
42

713
713
713

Uni Yes No Yes 1x LED
48
96
96

3x AAA

INDEX F
High Beam
Mid Beam
Flashing

471
220
471

35
18
35

471
220
471

Uni Yes No Yes 2x White 
LED

4
8
8

Li-Ion 3,7V
300mAh

GEEZER High Beam
Flashing

843
483

33
33

843
483 Uni Yes No Yes 1x LED 15

30 1xAA

HUMBLE High Beam
Flashing

218
218

16
16

218
218 Uni Yes No Yes 5x White

LED
90

180 3x AAA

CROOKER F
High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

46
46
46

4
4
4

46
46
46

Uni Yes Yes Yes 2x White 
LED

95
190
190

2x CR2032
3V

ELEMENT
Steady
Flashing
Strobo

423
423
423

23
23
23

423
423
423

Uni Yes No Yes 2X LED
60
120
120

2X AAA

RIPPY
High Beam
Mid Beam
Flashing

240
190
240

13
10
13

240
190
240

Uni Yes No Yes 1x LED
2x Red LED

140
168
280

2x AAA

INDEX R
High Beam
Mid Beam
Strobo

44
22
44

9
4,5
9

44
22
44

Uni Yes No Yes 2x Red LED
4
8
8

Li-Ion 3,7V
300mAh

CRAFT High Beam
Flashing

5
5

1,6
1,6

5
5 Uni Yes No Yes 3x Red

LED
6

12
Li-Ion 3,7V
300mAh

TOPPER
High Beam
Flashing 1
Flashing 2
Flashing 3

9
9
9
9

2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5

9
9
9
9

Uni Yes No Yes 4x Red
LED

48
95
95
95

2x CR2032
3V

CROOKER R
High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

4,8
4,8
4,8

1,4
1,4
1,4

4,8
4,8
4,8

Uni Yes Yes Yes 2x Red
LED

95
190
190

2x CR2032
3V

KLS-301 High Beam
Flashing

10
10

2,8
2,8

10
10 Uni Yes No Yes 5X Red

LED
80

160 2X AAA

STRIKE SET

HEAD
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

843
843
843

49
49
49

843
843
843

Uni Yes No Yes 1x LED
52

104
104

3xAAA

High Beam
Flashing 1
Flashing 2 
Flashing 3

8
8
8
8

2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5

8
8
8
8

Uni Yes No Yes 4x Red
LED

48
95
95
95

2x CR2032
3V

TAIL
LIGHT

GLARE SET

HEAD
LIGHT

High Beam
Mid Beam
Flashing

774
387
774

47
34
47

774
387
774

Uni Yes No Yes 1X LED
75
98

150
3x AAA

TAIL
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing

180
180

13
13

180
180 Uni Yes No Yes 1x LED

2x Red LED
100
200 2xAAA

NOBLE SET

HEAD
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

161
161
161

12
12
12

161
161
161

Uni Yes No Yes 4x White
LED

34
68
68

2XAAA

TAIL
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

4,1
4,1
4,1

1,2
1,2
1,2

4,1
4,1
4,1

Uni Yes No Yes 2x Red
LED

80
160
160

2x CR 2032
 3V

EGGY SET

HEAD
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing

15
15

4
4

15
15 Uni Yes Yes Yes 2x White 

LED

95
150 2x CR 2032

 3V

TAIL
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing

4,5
4,5

1,5
1,5

4,5
4,5 Uni Yes Yes Yes 2x Red

LED
95

150
2x CR 2032

 3V

TWINS SET

HEAD
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

12
12
12

3,7
3,7
3,7

12
12
12

Uni Yes No Yes 2x White 
LED

70
140
140

2x CR 2032
 3V

TAIL
LIGHT

High Beam
Flashing
Strobo

4,3
4,3
4,3

1,4
1,4
1,4

4,3
4,3
4,3

Uni Yes No Yes 2x Red
LED

70
140
140

2x CR 2032
 3V
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Do you enjoy cycling? Has it become your hobby 
to the point that you have a goal to ride a certain 
amount of kilometres per season? Do you want to 
set a new speed record or be able to answer a sim-
ple question posed by your children, during a fam-
ily outing, as to how far away it still is? All of this 
is not possible without accurately checking the 
kilometres travelled and a measure of your current 
speed. You will fi nd the solution in the off er of 
Kellys cycling computers, which include wired and 
wireless versions, as well as the high-end TRACK 
series models. We test and develop cycling com-
puters, in cooperation with racers and riders. They 
are tested in the toughest marathon races.
To improve a highly successful range of models is 
not an easy task. Kellys has met this challenge and 
has brought an improved version of the REFLEX 
cycling computers to the market, with auto-start 
and back-lighting. Completely new for this season 
is TRACK, a new series of high-end cycling com-

puters. The advanced design and quality work-
manship, puts the TRACK cycling computers in 
the top spot in our range. The series comes with a 
large well-arranged display, with all the necessary 
features for cycling enthusiasts, as well as profes-
sionals. 
TRACK 30 is equipped with an altitude sensor, 
clearly informing about the current altitude, the 
daily number of metres ridden, and the maximum 
altitude. Its handling is quick and easy. The large 
display simultaneously off ers an overview of the 
most important data on the screen.
TRACK 50 off ers the easy monitoring of the heart 
rate and calories burnt. It is a reliable partner for 
everyday riding and training. Determine your goals 
and TRACK 50 will provide the ideal training plan, 
which will help you achieve and overcome your lim-
its. The chest sensor is placed on a very fl exible, 
textile anti-slip belt.

COMPUTERS
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TRACK 10      ❚
WIRELESS CYCLE COMPUTER 
14 functions: 
Clock (12/24Hr)
Current Speed
Average Speed
Max Speed
Speed comparison up/down arrow
Dual Wheel Size
Trip Time
Trip Distance
Total Distance (ODO1 or ODO2)
Total ODO (ODO1+ODO2)
KCAL(Calories Consumption)
Backlight
Temperature
Auto ON/OFF
Big screen LCD display off ers easy read-out, including mounting bracket for 
handlebar and stem. 
COLORS: black, white

TRACK 30      ❚
WIRELESS CYCLE COMPUTER 
22 functions: 
Clock (12/24Hr)
Current Speed
Average Speed
Maximum speed
Speed comparison up/down arrow
Dual Wheel Size
Trip Time
Trip Distance
Total Distance (ODO1 or ODO2)
Total ODO (ODO1+ODO2)
KCAL(Calories Consumption)
Backlight
Temperature
Auto ON/OFF
Daily Distance
Low Battery Indicator
Auto SCAN
Actual Altitude
Maximum Altitude
Trip Climb
Total Altitude (Altitude 1 & Altitude 2)
Total Altitude (Altitude 1 + Altitude 2)
Big screen LCD display off ers easy read-out, including mounting bracket for 
handlebar and stem. 
COLORS: black, white 

TRACK 50      ❚
WIRELESS CYCLE COMPUTER 
22 functions: 
Clock (12/24Hr)
Current Speed
Average Speed
Maximum speed
Speed comparison up/down arrow
Dual Wheel Size
Trip Time
Trip Distance
Total Distance (ODO1 or ODO2)
Total ODO (ODO1+ODO2)
KCAL(Calories Consumption)
Backlight
Temperature
Auto ON/OFF
Daily Distance
Low Battery Indicator
Auto SCAN

Current Heart Rate
Average Heart Rate
Maximum Heart Rate
HR Arrow Show High/Low 
Limitation
Heart Rate % of Max HR
For cycling enthusiasts who want 
to know if they´re improving their 
cardio and burning calories. Big 
screen LCD display off ers easy 
read-out, including mounting 
bracket for handlebar and 
stem. Soft fl exible chest belt 
provides highly accurate, wireless 
transmission of your heart rate 
to KLS Track 50. Comfortable 
adjustable strap for better fi t. 
COLORS: black, white

Heartrate sensor
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COMPUTERS

RIDE WL      ❚
WIRELESS CYCLE COMPUTER 
16 functions: 
- speedometer 
- tripmeter (DST) 
- odometer (ODO)
- total distance (ODO1 and ODO2)
- auto trip timer (TM) 
- maximum speed (MXS) 
- digital clock - 12/24 hour selectable 
- average speed (AVS) 
- scan of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM 
- speed comparator (+ / -) 
- speed tendency (acceleration or deceleration) 
- odometer save function 
- maintenance program 
- temperature 
- calorie consumption 
- body fat burnt
- backlight 
double screen LCD display off ers easy read-out 
click release system, single-piece sensor 
including mounting bracket for handlebar and stem 
COLORS: black, silver 

DIGIT      ❚
WIRED CYCLE COMPUTER 
9 functions: 
- speedometer 
- tripmeter (DST) 
- odometer (ODO) 
- auto trip timer (TM) 
- maximum speed (MXS)
- digital clock 
- average speed (AVS) 
- scan of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM
- speed comparator (+ / -) 
double screen LCD display off ers easy read-out, 
click release system, single-piece sensor 
including mounting bracket for handlebar 

RIDE      ❚
WIRED CYCLE COMPUTER 
16 functions: 
- speedometer 
- tripmeter (DST) 
- odometer (ODO)
- total distance (ODO1 and ODO2)
- auto trip timer (TM) 
- maximum speed (MXS) 
- digital clock - 12/24 hour selectable 
- average speed (AVS) 
- scan of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM 
- speed comparator (+ / -) 
- speed tendency (acceleration or deceleration) 
- odometer save function 
- maintenance program 
- temperature 
- calorie consumption 
- body fat burnt
- backlight 
double screen LCD display off ers easy read-out 
click release system, single-piece sensor 
including mounting bracket for handlebar and stem 
COLORS: black, silver 

REFLEX      ❚
WIRELESS CYCLE COMPUTER 
 14 functions: 
- speedometer 
- tripmeter (DST) 
- odometer (ODO)
- auto trip timer (TM) 
- maximum speed (MXS) 
- digital clock - 12/24 hour selectable 
- average speed (AVS) 
- scan of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM 
- speed comparator (+ / -) 
- speed tendency (acceleration or deceleration) 

- temperature 
- calorie consumption 
- total reduction of carbon dioxide emission
- AUTO-START STOP system
- Backlight 
double screen LCD display off ers easy read-out,
easy tool-less fi xation to handlebar or stem by re-
orientation silicone unit.
fl exible silicone body, single-piece sensor 
COLORS: black, white, lime, sky blue
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Up to 75% of our energy spent is transferred into body heat which leads to increased 
loss of fl uids during a physical excercise. To prevent our bodies from overheating the 
body temperature is regulated with sweating. A regular fl uid intake will prevent de-
hydration and having a water bottle with bottle cage on your bike is the best way to 
stay hydrated. Kellys off ers a wide range of bottle cages from the simplest Ratio to 
the ultra-light Podium model and also a wide off er of bottles of various volumes made 
from both PE and PP.

BOTTLES
& BOTTLE CAGES
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NAMIB      ❚
WATER BOTTLE 0,7L 
Original KLS design. Ultra wide cap with rubber 
mouthpiece. Ultra cap is easy to open, eff ortless 
to use, and leak-proof when closed. Made with 
BPA FREE technology for clean, pure refreshment. 
Suitable for water isotonic drinks, and other sport 
drinks without CO2 up to 60 ˚C
Made of BPA-free plastic, weight: 82g
COLORS: Anthracite-White, Anthracite-Red, 
 Anthracite-Orange, Anthracite-Turquoise,
 Transparent –Lime, Transparent-Blue, 
 Transparent –Pink, Transparent-Black, 
 Fresh Lime, Fresh Orange, Fresh Yellow, 
 Sky Blue

GOBI      ❚
WATER BOTTLE 0,5L
Original KLS design, Push pull cap with rubber 
mouthpiece, Made of high quality polyethylene, 
Suitable for water, isotonic drinks and other sport 
drinks without CO2 up to 40°C, weight: 76g 
COLORS: Black-Turquoise, White-Lime, 
 Transparent grey-Grey, Red-White 

KALAHARI      ❚
WATER BOTTLE 1,0L 
Original Kellys design, Wide bottleneck for easy 
cleaning and fi lling, Soft lockable mouthpiece 
made of soft plastic BergaFlexTM, Made of high 
quality polyethylene, Suitable for water, isotonic 
drinks and other sport drinks without CO2 up to 
40°C, weight: 117g 
COLORS: Semi-transparent anthracite-Red, 
 Semi-transparent white-Grey

ANTARCTICA      ❚
WATER BOTTLE 0,65L/0,5L
Original KLS design. Double wall with airspace 
and special alu foil. Bottle ANTARCTICA is a soft, 
lightweight, easy-to-use insulated bottle that 
keeps beverages cool or warm. Ultra wide cap 
with rubber mouthpiece. Ultra cap is easy to open, 
eff ortless to use, and leak-proof when closed. 
Made with BPA FREE technology for clean, pure 
refreshment. Suitable for water isotonic drinks, 
and other sport drinks without CO2 up to 60 ˚C
Made of BPA-free plastic, weight: 0,65L-160g/
0,5L - 140g
COLORS: Charcoal Black, Shiny White

TUNDRA      ❚
THERMAL WATER BOTTLE 0,5L
Original KLS design, Double wall with airspace and 
alu foil, Push pull cap with rubber mouthpiece, 
Made of high quality polyethylene, Suitable for 
water, isotonic drinks and other sport drinks 
without CO2 up to 60°C, weight: 131 g 
COLORS: White-Red, Black-Grey, 
 Silver-Yellow, White-Lime 
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SIDEWINDER      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE
Side bottle cage for narrow bike frames
material aluminum alloy 6463-T5
including 2 stainless steel bolts
weight 35g
COLORS: black, white

BULLET      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE
elastic tensioner for a secure bottle hold
material aluminum alloy 5052
including 2 stainless steel bolts
weight 26g
COLORS: grey, white, lime

KAROO      ❚
WATER BOTTLE 0,7L
Original Kellys design, Push pull cap with 
rubber mouthpiece, Made of high quality 
polyethylene, Suitable for water, isotonic 
drinks and other sport drinks without CO2 
up to 40°C, weight: 87g 
COLORS: Black-Red, Silver-Yellow, 
 Transparent-Red, 
 Silver-Turquoise 

SPORT      ❚
WATER BOTTLE 0,7L 
ergonomic shape and original design, wide 
bottle-neck for easy cleaning and fi lling, 
soft lockable mouthpiece from soft plastic 
BergaFlexTM, made of high quality and 
proper hygienic, materials polypropylene 
Borealis / Mosten, weight 75g 
COLORS: silver, semi-transparent white, 
 red, semi-transparent anthracite 
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BOTTLE CAGES

SQUAD      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE 
material plate aluminum alloy 6061-T5 press-
molding including 2 stainless steel bolts 
weight 47g 
COLORS: race, lime, blue, sky, green, orange, grey, 
                   white-grey

CALIBER      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE
Material aluminum alloy 6063 and nylon
Including 2 stainless steel bolts 
Weight 40g
COLORS: black, grey, lime 

RATIO      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE 
aterial aluminum alloy 6463-T5 including 2 
stainless steel bolts weight 59g 
COLORS: black, grey, silver 

CURE Nylon      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE
one piece nylon material  including 2 stainless 
steel bolts weight 29g 
COLORS: white, black, lime 

PATRIOT      ❚
BOTTLE CAGE 
one piece polycarbonate material including 
2 stainless steel bolts weight 33g 
COLORS: red, blue, white, black, turquoise, orange
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Even the best bicycle needs some servicing from time to time. The Kellys assortment 
off ers a range of necessary tools for simple and easy repairs. Superior allen keys Hex-
code from hardened Cr-V steel, chain riveter Spike, or tyre levers with spoke hooks. We 
added pedal tool SPARTAN to assortment range for 2015 season.
The folding multi-tool is an indispensable companion to your rides. It takes minimum 
space in your saddle bag, pocket, or rucksack and can help you with fi xing a broken 
chain, tightening loose components or adjusting a derailleur. It will fi nd plenty of use 
even in household service. Our new multi-functional tool GUIDE weights only 105,5 g 
and still has the most important tools needed for basic service. Because of its minimal 
weight and size it is easy to keep it always with you. All tools are made of high-quality 
hardened Cr-V steel.

TOOLS
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ADROIT      ❚
FOLDING TOOL
compact minitool with chain tool
hardened chromevanadium steel (Cr-V) keys
19-functions, includes:

GUIDE      ❚
FOLDING TOOL
compact, lifthweight (105,5g) minitool with chain tool 
hardened chromevanadium steel (CR-V) keys 
15 functions, includes:

chain tool with chain hook tire levers 2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex

4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex 8mm hex box wrench 8mm

box wrench 9mm box wrench 10mm Torx 25

philips head screwdriver fl at head screwdriver spoke wrench 3.2 / 3.3 / 3.5mm

chain tool 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex

6mm hex 8mm hex T25 torx philips head screwdriver

fl at head screwdriver Spoke wrench 3,2 / 3,3 / 3,4 / 3,9mm

Mavic spoke wrench

CHAINEY      ❚
FOLDING TOOL
compact minitool with chain tool, hardened chromevanadium,
steel (CR-V) hex keys
11 functions, includes:

STINGER 8      ❚
FOLDING TOOL
compact, small minitool, hardened chromevanadium
steel (CR-V) hex keys
8 functions, includes:

STINGER 10      ❚
FOLDING TOOL
compact, small minitool, hardened chromevanadium
steel (CR-V) hex keys
10 functions, includes:

COLORS: Grey, lime

2mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex 8mm hex

philips head screwdriver fl at head screwdriver

2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex

8mm hex T25 torx philips head screwdriver fl at head screwdriver

chain tool

2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex

5mm hex 6mm hex 8mm hex T25 torx

philips head screwdriver fl at head screwdriver
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TRIDENT      ❚
ALLENKEYS
plastic handle
hardened chromevanadium steel (Cr-V) keys

SPIKE      ❚
CHAIN TOOL
2density ergonomic handle
chain hook, repleacable pin
for IG / HG / UG chains

HEXCODE      ❚
ALLENKEYS
hardened chromevanadium steel (Cr-V) keys
with ball ends for up to a 30˚ angle of rotation
10-hex keys, includes:

SPARTAN      ❚
15MM PEDAL WRENCH
Ergonomic handle 
Manipulation angle for better handling 
hardened chromevanadium steel (Cr-V) 
15mm box wrench 

JACK      ❚
TIRE LEVERS
3 piece set of plastic levers
large handle provides high leverage,
spoke hook

4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex

1.5mm hex 2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex

6mm hex 8mm hex 10mm hex
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A properly infl ated tube is the basis of every cycling trip. Therefore a pump should be an 
indispensable part of the equipment, whether you take it with you on the road or it stays 
in the workshop. Kellys off ers a solution for both cases in the form of mini pumps or ser-
vice pumps. You can rely on mini pumps to reach the pressure of 70 psi, some even 130 psi. 
They can be mounted on the frame tube or under the bottle cage. Service pumps are able 
to reach up to 150 psi. All our pumps are equipped with reversible head system or universal 
system for FV / AV valves.

PUMPS
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BLOWMASTER PRO      ❚
FLOOR PUMP
light weight fl oor pump with anodized alloy body
reversible Schrader / Presta head system
with extra Velo valve adapter
- universal for each valves types
with 2” high pressure gauge (bar/psi)

TWISTER      ❚
FLOOR PUMP
Light weight plastic pump
Wider shaft for easy pumping
Double head for Presta / Schradder / Dunlop
Wide base for stability

TWISTER PRO      ❚
FLOOR PUMP
Light weight plastic pump
Wider shaft for easy pumping
Double head for Presta / Schradder / Dunlop
Wide base for stability
Half-height 3.5” big round gauge 

PRIME      ❚
FLOOR PUMP
super low profi le 3.5mm pressure gauge in base 
for easy reading
OD34mm precision drawn steel barrel
sturdy barrel-welded-on-steel base
All-in-One head that fi ts all the main valve types.

MAGNUM      ❚
FLOOR PUMP
strong alloy fl oor pump
with 2” high pressure gauge (bar/psi)
dual head for Schrader / Presta valve
ergonomic handle with rubber grip zones
super tough base with steel plate
anodized alloy body in titanium color
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PUMPS

CLASSIC      ❚
TRAVELPUMP
combination of minipump with
performance of classic fl oor pump
made of aluminium alloy
hose ergonomically nested in oval
alloy barrel
reversible head for
schrader / Presta valve
foldable T-handle
integrated metal pedestal,
including frame bracket
weight: 209g

DOUBLY ECO      ❚
TELESCOPIC MINIPUMP
made of plastic
dual head for Schrader / Presta valve
with thumblock lever
ergonomic T-handle
high pressure / big volume locking
system
Including bracket
weight: 111 g

NITRO      ❚
MINIPUMP
compact light and small plastic
minipump
length only 180mm
lockable handle with rubber grip 
zones
alloy inner barrel thumblock lever
reversible Schrader / Presta head
system
including bracket
weight: 95g

DOUBLY      ❚
MINIPUMP
made of aluminium alloy
dual head for
schrader / Presta valve
thumblock lever
ergonomic T-handle
including frame bracket
weight: 146g

PULSE      ❚
MINIPUMP
compact- lightweight - plastic body
reversible Presta and Schrader
special Thumb Lock system
space in the handle for repair set or 
tools.
including bracket.
weight: 100g

TWIST      ❚
MINIPUMP
aluminium pump with hose 
dual head system with thread FV 
(Presta) / AV (Schrader) valves 
copper adapter for Dunlop Valve
weight: 110g

SMART TELESCOPE      ❚
MINIPUMP
anodized alloy body
telescope - more air per stroke
thumblock lever
reversible Schrader / Presta head
system
including bracket
weight: 112g

GUST      ❚
MINIPUMP
combination of aluminium alloy
barrel and plastic handle
retractable 13cm hose with
schrader valve
Brass Presta adapter included
thread on valve engagement
weight: 87 g

SHOCKER      ❚
HIGH-PRESSURE PUMP
1.5” industry class gauge
fi ne Tuning pressure bleeding valve
2-stage non-leakage valve
swivel hose for easy pumping
plastic upper & lower handles
pinch-Free locked T-handle
weight: 190g 
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Bicycle safety is one of the prime objectives at Kellys. For years, we have provided 
you with wide range of locks of various material and sizes. From basic cable locks to 
sturdy U locks and folding locks, we have always aimed at the safety of your bicycle. 
To re-confi rm our commitment toward bike safety we are introducing KLS Chainlock, 
KLS Block and KLS Crypt. 
KLS locks have been specifi cally developed keeping in mind the need for even stronger 
locks in the market. So next time you’ve locked your bike with KLS lock you don’t need 
to worry about your bike anymore.

LOCKS
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RECOIL      ❚
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK 
diameter of braided steel wire Ø5.6mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one
with a luminous LED diode
LENGTHS: 800mm,1200mm,1500mm
LENGTHS: 1200mm,1500mm (with bracket)

CRYPT      ❚
COMBINATION SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
Combination lock with light
Precision lock cyclinder with tamper-proof and anit-pick protection
Special safety light feature
Easily foldable, Key-less lock
COLORS: black, lime, orange, blue

COIL      ❚
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø4.5mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø10mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one
with a luminous LED diode
LENGTHS: 650mm, 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm

CHAINLOCK      ❚
STEEL CHAIN LOCK
Cylinder with anti-drill, anti-saw and anti-pick protection
Durable soft nylon sleeve provides scratch protection
Easy to place it under the saddle for transportation
Corrosion protection

HARDCOIL      ❚
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø7mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø15mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one
with a luminous LED diode
LENGTHS: 800mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

BLOCK      ❚
STEEL LOCK
Stronger U Lock
Special Square design shackle. More sturdy. 
Comes with a dustcap 
Anti-scratch shackle fi nish 

TOUGH      ❚
FOLDING LOCK
high quality folding lock
fl exibility in compact design
comes with special bracket and 2 screws
special Ultra B cylinder – more secure, more convenient and smoother
corrosion protection

ACCESSORIES
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ALERT PLUS      ❚
STEEL LOCK
strong and sturdy U-Lock
special lock cap.
protective 12mm Round Shackle
comes with two Keys and a Bracket.
easy locking system.
dimensions: 165 x 245

ALERT      ❚
STEEL LOCK
U-Lock made of hardened steel
simple locking mechanism
PVC cover to protect the frame
dimmensions: 130 x 205mm

CODE      ❚
COMBINATION SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø3,8mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø8mm
LENGTHS: 1000mm

BRAZE      ❚
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm, 2 keys
LENGTHS: 1200mm,1500mm,1800mm

JOLLY      ❚
CABLE LOCK COVERED BY SOFT RUBBER
inner braided wire Ø4,5 cm
outer diameter Ø12 cm
LENGTHS: 650 mm
COLORS: black, sky, lime, red

ENCODE      ❚
COMBINATION SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø5,6mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm
re-settable PIN code, with the seatpost bracket
LENGTHS: 1000mm

BILL      ❚
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body Ø6mm
2 keys, including bracket
LENGTHS: 800mm
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Saddles are one of those contact points about which everyone has an opinion. If you get it 
right, you can ride for hours - but getting it wrong means soreness and discomfort. Typi-
cally, the more minimalist seats are geared towards racers who want to save weight, while 
larger, more comfortable saddles and gel covers are for those who ride less frequently.
The width of a saddle is quite crucial for the rider’s comfort. If the saddle is too narrow, the 
sit bones will hang over the sides, and the soft tissues will bear the load. If the saddle is 
too wide, it is likely to cause chafi ng of the inner thigh, especially in hot weather.Our sport 
bike saddles are designed with comfort over weight in mind, this means they may have 
more padding than a performance saddles and may weigh a few grams more, but should 
provide a higher level of comfort for the leisure riderWomens models have a wider design 
to suit their naturally wider pelvis. Saddle widths vary across the ranges. Narrower saddles 
are the popular choice for longer distance riders as they do not cause the hips to be placed 
in an unnatural position.Wider saddles will often feel comfortable initially due to their 
greater surface area but then progressively decrease in comfort as the miles increase, the 
correct choice of saddle is a case of getting the balance between initial comfort and overall 
comfort.
New saddle called DownTown extended our saddle collection and is intended mostly for 
rides in city. Saddles Driveline and Comfortline were re-designed to follow actual trend 
requirements.

SADDLES
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MIRAGE      ❚
SADDLE
vacuumed – seamless technology for higher comfort
double density base – kraton rubber for reducing pressure
softrail – fl exible connection of rails and shell for better absorbing shocks
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
high density foam
scale for precise adjustment
Size: 275 x 184mm
COLORS: black, white 

DRIVELINE      ❚
SADDLE
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
rear and front protection – for higher durability
high density foam
scale for precise adjustment
Size: 260 x 155mm
COLORS: sky blue, lime, red, white, grey

COMFORTLINE      ❚
SADDLE
high density foam
scale for easy adjustment
Size: 268x 178mm
COLORS: black

FALCON      ❚
SADDLE
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
rear protection – for higher durability
high density foam
scale for precise adjustment
size: 270 x 132mm
COLORS: white, black

APEX      ❚
SADDLE
high density foam
scale for precise adjustment
size: 272 x 136mm
COLORS: blue, lime, red, white, grey

DOWNTOWN      ❚
SADDLE
Zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
Elastomer suspension shock absorber system
High density foam
Size: 260 x 195mm
COLORS: black

EBONY      ❚
SADDLE
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
high density foam
scale for precise adjustment
size: 255 x 153mm
COLORS: black, white

LCON

EXVELINE
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HANDLEBARS, STEMS, SEAT POSTS

KLS RACE      ❚
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 7075 D.B. double butted aluminum
back sweep 5º
width 600mm, 720mm
diameter 31.8mm O/S
weight 160g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS MASTER      ❚
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 6061 D.B.
double butted aluminum
back sweep 5º
width 600mm, 720mm
diameter 31.8mm O/S
FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS RACE      ❚
STEM
material 3D forged one piece aluminum 6061
diameter 31.8mm O/S
extension 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm
angle 7°
steerer tube diameter 28.6mm 
weight 125g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS MASTER      ❚
STEM
material 3D forged one piece aluminum 
6061
diameter 31.8mm O/S
extension 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm
angle 7°
steerer tube diameter 28.6mm 
FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS MASTER      ❚
SEAT POST
material 2D Forged two piece aluminum 
6061-T6
diameter :27.2mm, 30.9mm, 31.6mm,
length 400mm
FINISH: white, sand blasted black

       ❚ KLS RACE Riser
HANDLEBAR

material alloy 7075 D.B. double butted 
aluminum
rise 15mm

back sweep 5º / up sweep 4º
width 640mm, 680mm

diameter 31.8mm O/S
weight 308g

FINISH: sand blasted black

       ❚ KLS MASTER Riser
HANDLEBAR

material alloy 6061 D.B.
double butted aluminum

rise 15mm
back sweep 5º / up sweep 4º

width 640mm, 720mm
diameter 31.8mm O/S

FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS RACE      ❚
SEAT POST
material 3D Forged one piece aluminum 
6061-T6
diameter :27.2mm, 30.9mm, 31.6mm,
length 400mm
weight 302g
FINISH: sand blasted black
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KLS EXPERT      ❚
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 6061 
back sweep 5º
width 600mm, 720mm
diameter 31.8mm O/S
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS EXPERT      ❚
STEM
material 3D forged one piece aluminum 6061
diameter 31.8mm O/S
extension 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm
angle 7°
steerer tube diameter 28.6mm 
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS CROSS      ❚
ADJUSTABLE STEM
material 2D Forged aluminum
diameter 25.4mm (90, 110, 130mm)
diameter 31.8mm (95, 110, 125mm)
angle 0 - 60°
steerer tube diameter 28.6mm 
FINISH: sand blasted black

       ❚ KLS EXPERT Riser
HANDLEBAR

material alloy 6061 
rise 15mm

back sweep 5º / up sweep 4º
width 640mm, 720mm

diameter 31.8mm O/S
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS CROSS Riser      ❚
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 6061 P.G. plain gauge aluminum
rise 30mm
back sweep 9º / up sweep 0º
width 600mm, 640mm
diameter 25.4mm
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS EXPERT      ❚
SEAT POST
material 2D Forged two piece aluminum 
6061
length 400mm
diameter 27,2mm, 30.9mm, 31,6mm
FINISH: sand blasted black
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Handlebar grips, often overlooked, are an exceedingly important addition to your bicycle. 
A high quality pair of grips ensure an excellent control and comfort therefore it is impor-
tant to choose them carefully.
This year, we have decided to expand our collection of grips to the comfortable foam grips, 
Foam Comfort, and to WAVE ergonomic grips with a LockOn system. They are both pri-
marily intended for an urban ride. Foam Comfort will satisfy customers who are looking 
for soft and comfortable grips at a reasonable price. The expansion of the LockOn version 
of WAVE grips will satisfy even the most demanding customers, for whom the priority is 
not only comfort but also easy handling. 
This year, our top model in the bar ends collection is the TREX model. It is made from a sin-
gle piece of aluminium alloy, and every cyclist will certainly appreciate its ergonomic shape.

GRIPS
& BAR ENDS
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FOAM LOCK-ON      ❚
GRIPS
High density foam ergonomic handle 
LockOn - alloy lock rims for slip-free performance and easy mounting
plastic plugs included
width 130mm
COLORS: black

FOAM COMFORT      ❚
GRIPS
High density foam
Plastic tube prevent grip from turning
Width: 125mm
COLORS: Black

WAVE 2DENSITY      ❚
GRIPS
Ergonomic handle
2 density kraton rubber for soft touch and shock absorption
width 128mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: grey

FOAM      ❚
GRIPS
High density foam handle
width 130mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: black

WAVE 2DENSITY LOCK ON      ❚
GRIPS
Ergonomic handle
Kraton rubber with gel insert to absorb vibrations provides an excellent grip 
and optimal control in all conditions
Plastic plug included
Width: 130mm
COLORS: Grey 

ADVANCER 2DENSITY LOCK-ON      ❚
GRIPS
2 density kraton rubber for soft touch and shock absorption
LockOn - alloy lock rims for slip-free performance and easy mounting
plastic plugs included
width 135mm
COLORS: white, grey

ADVANCER      ❚
GRIPS
kraton rubber for comfortable grip and long lasting performance
width 135mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: black
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ADVANCER 2DENSITY      ❚
GRIPS
2 density kraton rubber for soft touch and shock absorption
width 135mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: red, lime, white, grey, blue

TREX      ❚
BAR ENDS 
Ergonomic shape 
One piece 6061-T6 aluminum alloy 
Legth 90mm
FINISH: white, sand blasted black 

GRIPPY      ❚
BAR ENDS
kraton rubber for soft touch and shock absorption
Plastic body with alloy lock ring rims for slip-free performance and easy 
mounting
ergonomic shape
length 85mm
FINISH: black

RACE      ❚
BAR ENDS
ergonomic shape, 
one piece 6061 aluminum alloy
length 115mm
weight:
FINISH: black

MASTER      ❚
BAR ENDS
ergonomic shape, 
one piece 6061-T6 aluminum alloy
length 110mm
FINISH: sand blasted black

CROSS      ❚
BAR ENDS
ergonomic shape, 
one piece 6061 aluminum alloy
length 160mm
FINISH: sand blasted black

RACE

PY

CROSS
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High-quality and reliable brakes are an indispensable part of your bicycle. We off er spare V-brake pads 
and disc brake pads suitable for all uses. There are three diff erent V-brake pads in our portfolio - from the 
basic POWERSTOP, eff ective DUALSTOP, to the top model CONTROLSTOP. DUALSTOP and CONTROL-
STOP V-brake pads signifi cantly improve the brake performance of V-brakes. Hydraulic disc brakes off er 
a better performance in mud, snow and require less strength. However, if you use V-brake on your bicycle 
and want to considerably improve the braking performance DUALSTOP / CONTROLSTOP brake pads are 
an excellent choice. 

RESIN DISC BRAKE PADS 
For a  better performance in various conditions 
and longer lasting durability we added a ceramic 
composite and Kevlar. These pads are suitable for 
riders with lower weight and riding style without 
frequent braking. They enable more sensitive de-
livery of the braking power and are much quieter 
compared to metallic pads. 

INTERED (METALLIC) DISC BRAKE PADS 
Made from hardened metal components joined 
with pressure and heat – these are suitable for 
longer rides, intense braking and heavy-duty use 
(mud, moisture, dust). Sintered brake pads off er 
a superior performance thanks to the transfer of 
heat away from the disc and into the caliper. 

BRAKE
ACCESSORIES
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BRAKE ACCESSORIES

DUALSTOP V-01      ❚
CARTRIDGE
all-weather compound
- dry conditions (red compound)
- wet conditions (black compound)
antisqueal design
excellent rim cleaning profile
length 72mm

KLS D-01      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Elixir CR

POWERSTOP V-01      ❚
CARTRIDGE
all conditions medium compound
antisqueal design
length 72mm

CONTROLSTOP V-01      ❚
CARTRIDGE
PSC - power/safe/control technology – shorter 
braking distance
all-weather compound
- dry conditions (red compound)
- wet conditions (grey compound)
antisqueal design
excellent rim cleaning profi le
length 72mm

DUALSTOP V-02      ❚
all-weather compound
- dry conditions (red compound)
- wet conditions (black compound)
antisqueal design
excellent rim cleaning profile
length 72mm

KLS D-03      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO XTR, XT, SLX, Deore M595

POWERSTOP V-02      ❚
all conditions medium compound
antisqueal design
length 72mm

CONTROLSTOP V-02      ❚
PSC - power/safe/control technology – shorter 
braking distance
all-weather compound
- dry conditions (red compound)
- wet conditions (grey compound)
antisqueal design
excellent rim cleaning profi le
length 72mm

DUALSTOP VR-01      ❚
replacement brake shoes for KLS DUALSTOP V-01

KLS D-02      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Juicy

POWERSTOP VR-01      ❚
replacement brake shoes for KLS POWERSTOP 
V-01

CONTROLSTOP VR-01      ❚
replacement brake shoes for KLS CONTROLSTOP 
V-01
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KLS D-07      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Prime Expert

KLS D-13      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: ZOOM

KLS D-10      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA Mega

KLS D-09      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA ORO

KLS D-12      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Julie

KLS D-08      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Sole, KLS Helix 3

KLS D-11      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Louise

KLS D-04      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO Deore M515, M525, Alivio 
M416, M486

KLS D-06      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Ryde

KLS D-05      ❚
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Trail
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BRAKE ACCESSORIES

KLS D-04S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO Deore M515, M525, Alivio 
M416, M486

KLS D-10S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA Mega

KLS D-07S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Prime Expert

KLS D-01S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Elixir CR

KLS D-06S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Ryde

KLS D-09S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA ORO

KLS D-12S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Julie

KLS D-03S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO XTR, XT, SLX, Deore M595

KLS D-05S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Trail

KLS D-08S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Sole, KLS Helix 3

KLS D-11S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Louise

KLS D-02S      ❚
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Juicy
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THUNDER      ❚
MUDGUARD
front and rear mudguard
rear mudguard holder with two joints and an 
adjustable angle
simple and quick mounting

KNIGHT      ❚
MUDGUARD
front and rear mudguard
front mudguard with Turner system - Two 
position quick release system
rear mudguard with SQR System - Smart Quick 
Release System.
QR system for all seatposts diameters
rear mudguard holder with two joints and an 
adjustable angle

       ❚ SHIELD F
MUDGUARD

front mudguard
suitable for all types of frame tubes
fi xation by fl exible mounting straps

simple mounting on the downtube

       ❚ FUSE
MUDGUARD

front and rear mudguard
including two clamp diameters

for all frame types
adjustable rear mudguard holder

SHIELD R      ❚
MUDGUARD
rear mudguard
rear mudguard with SQR System – Smart Quick Release System.
QR system for all seatposts diameters
mudguard holder with an adjustable angle

Mudguards increase the comfort of ride on wet or muddy terrain but can be easily and quickly 
removed during a nice and dry weather. Removal of some models is tool free. These mud-
guards are equipped with SQR system (quick release system for all types of seat posts) and 
Turner system (two stage quick release system). These systems can be found in our top series 
of mudguards intended for MTB.

MUDGUARDS
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STORM      ❚
MUDGUARD 
Front and rear mudguard for MTB and Cross
Two ways of mounting on the seat tube: 
1. Fixation by adjustable mudguard bracket
2. Fixation by fl exible mounting strap
Suitable for all frame types

GUARD      ❚
MUDGUARD 
Front and rear mudguard for MTB and Cross
Increased protection for front derailleur
Excellent protection on wet or muddy terrain.

CHAIN OIL       ❚
As the name suggests, Chain oil is white lubricant 
for chains. The lubricant fl ows easily into the 
open spaces in the chain, lubricates the chain 
and protects it against rust. It is also suitable 
for O-ring chains. It doesn’t contain excessive 
adhesive components and is, therefore, better 
suited for the lubrication of chains on mountain 
as well as highway bicycles under all types of 
conditions, from dust to rain. 
Spray 200ml / Applicator 50ml 

BESIDES CLEANING, PROPER LUBRICATION IS ONE OF THE 
MOST IMPORTANT PARTS OF TOTAL BIKE CARE. MANY BIKERS 
MAKE MISTAKE WHEN THEY TRY TO LUBRICATE THEIR BIKES. 
SUITABLE SELECTION AND APPLICATION OF LUBRICANT IS NOT 
AN EASY TASK. WE ARE PAST THE TIME WHEN ONE WOULD 
LUBRICATE THEIR BIKES WITH ENGINE OIL. 
KELLYS BICYCLES OFFER TO THEIR CUSTOMERS HIGH 
PERFORMANCE LUBRICANT FOR ALL MOVING PARTS OF BIKES 
IN ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS

MULTIFUNCTIONAL OIL BIO      ❚
Multifunctional Oil BIO is a biodegradable all-purpose fl uid 
suitable for general lubrication, loosening of rusted joints, 
and prevention of corrosion. 
Spray 200ml / Applicator 100ml

SILICONE OIL      ❚
Silicone Oil is suitable for oiling and preservation 
during repairing and maintaining bicycles, 
particularly shock absorbing forks (do not 
confuse with oils for fi lling shock absorbers), 
O-rings, rubber seals, cables, Bowden cables, and 
pins in gears or lever-key switches. It may also be 
used for general oiling. Spray 200ml

BIKE CLEANER BIO      ❚
Bike Cleaner is a maintenance and cleaning agent for cleaning bicycles 
from mud and other contamination. Higher foaming ability ensures a 
lower consumption of the agent. Bike Cleaner is applied by spraying on 
the contaminated spots (derailleurs, pedals, hubs, frame). It is particularly 
suitable to clean very contaminated parts (chains, sprockets, etc.) where it 
adheres due to its foaming ability and thus the product consumption is lower. 
It does not harm paint. 
Applicator 500ml/1000ml
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CLIP      ❚
PEDALS
plastic pedal for MTB/CROSS/TREKKING
with Clip-in system
SPD compatibile cleats are included
body: aluminium, one side with non-slip rubber
surface, other side with Clip-in system
axle: Cr-Mo steel
bearings: ball bearings
size: 103x63 mm

TRAIL      ❚
PEDALS
aluminium pedal for CROSS/TREKKING/CITY
body: aluminium with non-slip rubber surface
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size: 108x84,5 mm
weight: 390g

BASE      ❚
PEDALS
Plastic pedal for BMX/City/Trekking
Body: Plastic
Axle: CrMO Steel
Bearings: Ball bearings
size: 111x96mm
weight: 341g

LIGHT      ❚
PEDALS
plastic pedal for MTB/Cross/Trekking
body: Plastic
axle: Baron Steel
bearings: Ball bearings
Size: 100 x 80mm
Weight: 320g

EDGE      ❚
PEDALS
plastic pedal for MTB/Cross/Trekking
special teeth for better grip
body: Plastic
axle: Baron Steel
bearings: Ball Bearings
Size: 98 x 82mm
Weight: 330g

DIGGER      ❚
PEDALS
BMX/MTB Aluminum pedals
body: Aluminum alloy
axle: Cr-Mo alloy
bearings: ball bearings
size: 110x110 mm
weight: 570 g

DRIFTER      ❚
PEDALS
BMX/MTB Nylon composite pedals
body: nylon composite
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size: 100x96 mm
weight: 366
COLORS: black

COMBI      ❚
PEDALS
Pedal for MTB/Cross/Trekking/City
Special grips on each side of the pedal
Body: Plastic with inlaid TPR
Bearings: Ball Bearings
size: 100.9x81.5mm
weight: 215g

MASTER New      ❚
PEDALS
aluminium pedal for MTB/CROSS/TREKKING
body: aluminium
axle: Cr-Mo steel
bearings: ball bearings
size: 95,7 x 78 mm
weight: 264,4g
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CROSSTOWN      ❚
TIRE
Thread design to channel water from underneath 
the tire and low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

HORNET      ❚
TIRE
Thread design to channel water from underneath 
the tire and low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

HORIZON      ❚
ROAD TIRE
Tire with low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

ELEVATION      ❚
TIRE
Thread design to channel water from underneath 
the tire and low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

SUBURBAN      ❚
MTB CROSS-COUNTRY TIRE
Low middle knobs provides you with great 
traction, but still low rolling resistance 
Side knobs are supporting you during cornering 
Self-cleaning tread design
Universal front or rear

RADIUS      ❚
CROSS/TREKING TIRE
Thread design to channel water from underneath 
the tire and low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

ATTACK      ❚
MTB CROSS-COUNTRY TIRE
Low middle knobs provides you with great 
traction, but still low rolling resistance
Side knobs are supporting you during cornering
Self-cleaning tread design
Universal front or rear
30TPI - higher density rubber for higher durability 
and low weight SNAKE      ❚

MTB CROSS-COUNTRY TIRE
Low middle knobs provides you with great 
traction, but still low rolling resistance 
Side knobs are supporting you during cornering 
Self-cleaning tread design
Universal front or rear

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

47-305 16x1,75 22 Black

54-406 20x1,95 22 Black

47-507 24x1,75 22 Black

47-559 26x1.75 22 Black

47-559 26x1.75 22 Black/Refl ex

50-584 27,5x2.0 22 Black

40-622 700x38c 22 Black

40-622 700x38c 22 Black/Refl ex

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

40-622 700x38c 22 Black

47-622 700x45c 22 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

54-559 26x2.0 22 Black

47-622 700x45c 22 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

54-406                                  20x2.0 22 Black

54-507 24x2.0 23 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

37-540 24x1 3/8 22 Black

37-540 24x1 3/8 22 Black/Refl ex

37-590 26x1 3/8 22 Black

37-590 26x1 3/8 22 Black/Refl ex

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

54-559 26x2.10 30 Black

54-584 27,5x2.10 22 Black

54-584 27,5x2.10 30 Black

54-622 29x2.10 22 Black

54-622 29x2.10 30 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

56-559 26x2.1 22 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

23-622 700x23C 27 Black
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PARALLAX      ❚
TIRE
Thread design to channel water from underneath 
the tire and low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

STRIKER      ❚
TIRE
Thread design to channel water from underneath 
the tire and low rolling resistance
Universal front or rear

COUGAR      ❚
TIRE
Low middle knobs provides you with great 
traction, but still low rolling resistance 
Side knobs are supporting you during cornering 
Self-cleaning tread design
Universal front or rear

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

47-305 16x1.75 22 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

47-406 20x2.0 22 Black

ETRTO INCHES TPI COLOR

57-203 12 1/2x2 1/4 22 Black
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AV (american – schrader) 
valve 45 ˚

AV (american – schrader) 
valve FV (french – presta) valve

DV (dunlop) 
valve

CROSS BASIC FRONT
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 622x19
hub: nut type, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

CROSS BASIC REAR
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 622x19
hub: 7-speed, nut type, silver alloy, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

CROSS ADVANCE FRONT
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 h
size: 622x19
hub: silver alloy with QR system, U.C.P. steel 
spokes

CROSS ADVANCE REAR
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 h
size: 622x19
hub: KT-AYER, 8-9 speed with QR system, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB BASIC FRONT
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 559x19
hub: nut type, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB BASIC REAR
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 559x19
hub: 7-speed, nut type, silver alloy, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB ADVANCE FRONT
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 h
size: 559x19
hub: silver alloy with QR system, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB ADVANCE REAR
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 holes
size: 559x19
hub: KT-AYER, 8-9 speed with QR system, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

WHEELS      ❚

REPAIR KIT      ❚
TUBE REPAIR KIT
show box consist of 50 plastic boxes
plastic box consist of:
5ml of glue, 2pcs of 20mm round patches, 4pcs of 
25mm round patches,
2pcs of 24x35mm square patches, 1pc of sand paper
instruction manual

REPAIR KIT      ❚
TUBE REPAIR KIT 
WITH SELF-ADHESIVE ROUND PATCHES
Show box consist of 50 plastic boxes
6PCS of self-adhesive patches in plastic box
Sandpaper for tube preparation included
Patch diameter 25mm

REPAIR KIT      ❚
TUBE REPAIR KIT 
WITH SQUARE SELF-ADHESIVE PATCHES
Show box consist of 50 paper boxes
6PCS of self-adhesive patches in paper box
Sandpaper for tube preparation included
Patch dimension 30x30mm

KLS INNER TUBES      ❚
high quality butyl inner tubes
air pressure long-term stability
excelent resistance against puncture

WHEEL SIZE ETRTO INCHES AV35 AV40 AV48 V40 45° DV40 FV33 FV39 FV48

12 1/2 " 57 - 203 12-1/2 x 2-1/4 x x

16" 47/57 - 305 16 x 1.75-2.0 x

20" 47/57 - 406 20 x 1.75-2.125 x

24" 47/57 - 507 24 x 1.75-2.125 x

37 - 540 24 x 1-3/8 x

26" 32 - 559 26 x 1.25 x

47/57 - 559 26 x 1.75-2.125 x x x x x

27,5" 47/57 - 584 27.5 x 1.75-2.125 x x

28" 35/44 - 622/630 700 x 35-43C x x x x x

18/23 - 622 700 x 19-23C x x x x x

29" 47/57 - 622 29 x 1.75-2.125 x x
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BANG      ❚
Lightweight bicycle bell with extra loud stainless 
top and steel spring.
Easy to install and remove
Mountable in various positions
360 degrees turnable
With metric screw
COLORS: black, silver

KICKER      ❚
KICKSTAND
for MTB / Cross (26 - 28“) bikes
rubber pads for a better grip and frame protection
TOOLFREE ajustable

KICKUP      ❚
KICKSTAND
For City / MTB / Cross (24 – 29“) bikes 
Rubber pads for a better grip and frame protection 
TOOLFREE adjustable 

KICKBACK      ❚
KICKSTAND
for City / MTB / Cross (24 - 28“) bikes
rubber pads for a better grip
and frame protection
TOOLFREE ajustable

SENTRY      ❚
FRAME PROTECTOR
Flexible neopren cover to prevent chain stay damage
Velctro strap to keep it in the right position
size: 255 x60mm

NAVIGATOR      ❚
Universal smart phone or GPS holder bracket
Helps you easily use GPS, answer calls, and play your favorite tunes while 
pedaling
Secure fi xation supported at 4 points
Softly padded for protecting phone surface
Bracket could be 360 degrees rotated
Holds your device in place vertically or horizontally
Tool less installation or removal

HANG       ❚
BICYCLE STORAGE HOOK
Easy solution for bicycle storage
Suitable for all wheel sizes
4 screws included 
Max load: 20 kg
Dimesions: 260 x 75 x 125mm
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OTHER ACCESSORIES

PORTER       ❚
BICYCLE RACK
Ø25,4 – 32mm
Quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
Material aluminum alloy 
Rubber pad for a better grip and seat post protection 
Max load 10kg
Bracket for lights or refl ector 

SHOPPER      ❚
FRONT BASKET
High quality Quick Release front fabric basket with aluminum 
construction. Basket can be easily assembled to the handlebars of most 
bikes. Tough and durable 600D polyester is used to construct this KLS 
basket. Helper has top closure to help keep items secure inside the 
basket. Very handy for shopping. Quick release bracket. Front and inner 
small pocket for belongings. Easy to carry  with swing up fabric handle.
Fits for handlebars: 22.2mm, 25,4mm, 31.8mm
Volume: 20 liters
Size: 36x32x28cm
Carries up to 4kg
COLORS: black, grey, brown, purple

CITY      ❚
FRONT BASKET
front steel basket with brace and grip under the 
headset nut 
Size: 350x255x260mm (W x L x H)
Carries up to 5kg

CARGO      ❚
FRONT BASKET 
High quality front steel basket
Very handy for shopping
Quick release bracket. 
Click“ bracket, easy to mount, with swing up 
handle
Fits for handlebars: 22.2mm, 25,4mm, 31.8mm
Size: 34x25x25cm 
Carries up to 5kg

CONVOY       ❚
BICYCLE RACK
For MTB / Cross (26 – 28“) bikes 
Material aluminum alloy 
Suitable for disc and V-brakes 
Max load 25kg
With spring 
Bracket for lights or refl ector 

O
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KMC-X11      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x11/128”
Appearance: silver/gray
Speeds: 11
Compatible bikes: 11 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-X9      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x11/128”
Appearance: gray/gray
Speeds: 9
Compatible bikes: 9 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-Z7      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x3/32”
Appearance: gray/brown
Speeds: 8
Compatible bikes: 8 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-Z33      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x3/32”
Appearance: gray/gray
Speeds: 6
Compatible bikes: 6 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-Z410      ❚
SINGLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x1/8”
Appearance: brown/brown
Speeds: 1
Compatible bikes: Fitness, Single Speed Bike

KMC-X10L      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x11/128”
Appearance: Ti-N(gold), silver/silver
Speeds: 10
Compatible bikes: 10 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-X9      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x11/128”
Appearance: silver/gray
Speeds: 9
Compatible bikes: 9 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-Z51      ❚
MULTIPLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x3/32”
Appearance: brown/brown
Speeds: 7
Compatible bikes: 7 speed cassette sprocket

KMC-Z510      ❚
SINGLE SPEED CHAIN
Specifi cation: 1/2”x1/8”
Appearance: brown/brown
Speeds: 1
Compatible bikes: BMX, Beach Cruiser,  Freestyle, Fixie , Internal Gear Hub System

KELLYS BICYCLES   
IS OFFICIAL KMC DISTRIBUTOR 
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CONTACTS
GREECE
M BIKES SPORTS ON WHEELS
THESSALONIKI, P.SYNDIKA 59
tel.: +30 2310 886 545
fax: +30 2310 886 546
e-mail: mbikes@mbikes.gr
www.mbikes.gr

HUNGARY
KELLYS BICYCLES s.r.o.
SLNECNA CESTA 374
922 01 VELKE ORVISTE
tel.: +36 20 9755 732
fax: +421 333 213 199
e-mail: infohu@kellysbike.com

IRELAND
A.B. CYCLE FACTORS Ltd.
14A SOUTH SUMMER STREET
DUBLIN 8
tel.: +353 1 4532777
fax: +353 1 4544793
email: abcycles@eircom.net

KAZAKHSTAN
VELLOLIMP
MOSCOW, UL. ELEKTRODNAYA, DOM 2
tel./fax: +7 (495) 788 19 52
e-mail: info@veloolimp.ru
www.veloolimp.ru 

LATVIA
MULTISPORT Lda.
GAROZES 1
LV-1004 RIGA
tel.: +371 762 6025
fax: +371 789 2053
e-mail: jurism@fans.lv      

LITHUANIA
UAB POSITUS
MYBIKE
BALTU AVE.13
LT-48236, LITHUANIA
tel./fax: +370 3735 00 95
e-mail: info@positus.lt 
www.positus.lt

NORWAY
TEMPO AS
TORVLIA 14
1739 BORGENHAUGEN
tel: +47 69 100 570
fax: +47 69 166 252
e-mail: john@tempoas.no
www.tempoas.no

POLAND
KELLYS Sp. z.o.o.
UL. MŁYŃSKA 11
55-200 OŁAWA
tel.: +48 71 318 88 77
fax: +48 71 318 88 99
e-mail: infopl@kellysbike.com

PORTUGAL
ALEXANDRE DIAS LDa
AV. VILLAGARCIA DE AROSA, 1060
4450-300 MATOSINHOS
tel.: +351 229 398 990
fax: +351 229 398 993
e-mail:  alex.dias@mail.telepac.pt 
www.alexandredias.net

QATAR
SPORTWELL WLL
SALWA ROAD, ALAIN
COMPLEX-SHOP NO:16 DOHA, QATAR
tel: +97440165155
fax: +97440165157
e-mail:shamil.sportwell@gmail.com

ROMANIA
BICISHOP EXTREM SRL
CAL. GIULESTI Nr.551A, ET. MANS, AP. CAMERA 3
050182 MUNICIPIUL BUCURESTI, SECTOR 6
tel.: 0726 / 66 38 77
e-mail: shop@bicishop.ro   
www.bicishop.ro

RUSSIA
VELLOLIMP
MOSCOW, UL. ELEKTRODNAYA, DOM 2
tel./fax: +7 (495) 788 19 52
e-mail: info@veloolimp.ru
www.veloolimp.ru

SERBIA
NEOBIKE D.O.O.
TOLSTOJEVA 14
210 00 NOVI SAD
tel.: +381 21 542 216
fax: +381 21 542 217
e-mail: neobike@ptt.yu
www.neobike.co.yu

SLOVAKIA
KELLYS BICYCLES s.r.o.
SLNEČNÁ CESTA 374
922 01 VEĽKÉ ORVIŠTE
tel.: +421 333 213 111
fax: +421 333 213 199
e-mail: infosk@kellysbike.com

SPAIN
PSK SPORT S.A.
C/ DE LA MORA, 12
POL.IND. ADALONA SUD - GRANLAND
08918 BADALONA (BARCELONA), SPAIN
tel:+34 93 300 20 12
fax:+34 93 309 70 38
e-mail:psksport@psksport.com
www.psksport.com

SWEDEN
JAMTLANDS CYKELFABRIK
KYRGATAN 27
S-83131 ÖSTERSUND
tel./fax: +46 63 12 72 22
e-mail: info@jamtlandscykelfabrik.se

SWITZERLAND / 
LIECHTENSTEIN
FLAIKA AG
OBERGASS 24 / PF 203
FL-9494 SCHAAN
LIECHTENSTEIN
tel.: +41 79 419 92 44
fax: +41 81 756 66 66
e-mail: rene.osterhues@flaika.li
www.kellysbike.ch

TAIWAN
UNI-VICTOR INT’L CORP.
NO. 1, RENHUAGONG 10th RD., DALI DIST., 
TAICHUNG 41278
TAIWAN
tel.: +886 4 249 16 008
fax: +886 4 249 16 007
e-mail: infotw@kellysbike.com

UKRAINE
VELOKIEV GROUP
3-A, KOMBAJNEROV STR.
03061 KIEV
tel./fax: +380 44 331 9050
e-mail: admin@kellys.com.ua
www.kellys.com.ua

AUSTRIA
KELLYS BICYCLES s.r.o.
SLNECNA CESTA 374
922 01 VELKE ORVISTE
tel.: +421 333 213 111
fax: +421 333 213 199
e-mail: infoat@kellysbike.com

BANGLADESHS
G.S.IMPEX BICYCLES, 
HAPPY ARCADE SHOPPING MALL
ROAD NO-3, HOUSE NO-3
DHANMONDI, DHAKA
tel.:+8801673622222
e-mail:info@gsimpexbd.com
www.gsimpexbd.com

BELARUS
VELLOLIMP
MOSCOW, UL. ELEKTRODNAYA, DOM 2
tel./fax: +7 (495) 788 19 52
e-mail: info@veloolimp.ru
www.veloolimp.ru

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
BOCA D.O.O.
NOVACI bb PC-96
72250 VITEZ 
tel./fax: +387 30 710 820
e-mail: info@bocavitez.com

CROATIA
L. K. D. D.O.O. KUTINA
A.G. MATOSA 12
KUTINA
tel. / fax: +385 (0)44 683 504
e-mail: mbjelajac@inet.hr
www.bikeshop.hr

CYPRUS
TASOS ALETRAS Ltd.
266 TSERIOU AVENUE
2044 NICOSIA STROVOLOS
tel.: +35 722 321015
fax: +35 722 321731
e-mail: info@aletras-megabike.com
www.aletras-megabike.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
KELLYS BICYCLES CZECH REPUBLIC s.r.o.
HAVLÍČKOVA 426
753 01 HRANICE
tel.: +420 581 698  810
e-mail: infocz@kellysbike.com

DENMARK
TRADE POINT A/S
HESTEHAVEN 67
5260 ODENSE S, DENMARK
tel:+4563 17 15 66 
fax: +45 63 17 15 68
e-mail: info@tradepoint.dk
www.tradepoint.dk

ESTONIA
VELOPLUS
SAKU 3
11314 TALLINN
tel.: +372 6 556 977
fax: +372 6 556 308
e-mail: veloplus@veloplus.ee 
www.veloplus.ee

GERMANY
KELLYS BICYCLES DEUTSCHLAND
AM WALDBERG 15
12683 BERLIN
tel.: +49 (0)30 510 61 837
fax: +49 (0)30 510 61 838
e-mail: kellysdeutschland@kellysbike.com
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